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It’s Been a long Road!
Direct-to-Consumer
(DTC)
advertising
will
celebrate its official 10th anniversary in 2007. On
August 12, 1997 the FDA opened up the
floodgates to DTC when it provided specific draft
guidance
for
consumer-directed
broadcast
advertising. Since then, DTC has come a long way
and you might say that the current period marks
the “end of DTC as we have known it.”
Changes in DTC advertising are evident to anyone
who watches TV. Except for a few exceptions (eg,
Botox), there are no more “reminder ads” on TV
and ads have become more educational. Erectile
dysfunction product ads, for example, actually talk
about the medical conditions that may cause ED—
diabetes, high blood pressure, and high
cholesterol. Imagine that!
TV ads also present side effect information more
effectively. True, there may be an overuse of
physicians or actors playing physicians. I’ve seen
them in TV and print ads for Lipitor, Evista, Zetia,
and Viagra to name just a few. Still, the benefit vs.
risk dialogue is more balanced.
Back in June, 2005, I complained about print DTC
ads that were creative with regard to presenting
benefits but written in legalese mouse text when
presenting the vital facts. I suggested that drug
companies prevent their lawyers from writing the
so-called “brief summary” of the labeling, inclusion
of which is required by FDA regulations.
Now we have Lipitor print ads with large type both
front AND back! In fact, Pfizer’s new patientfriendly labeling information is almost as easy to
read and understand as the as copy! Who could
have imagined this?

The collection of articles and commentary in this
first Pharma Marketing News Special Supplement
dedicated to DTC advertising chronicles the
emergence of issues and debates that have lead
up to the industry’s self-regulatory principles.
While we have come a long way and recent
changes have changed the DTC landscape, there
are still issues outstanding such as the
communication of risk information. This volume,
therefore, appropriately finishes on that note with
the hope that further improvements are on the way.
The second volume of this Special Supplement will
be devoted to DTC Best Practices with a focus on
techniques for improving DTC campaigns. Included
are interviews with many experts on branding,
market research, alternative media, and direct
marketing. I hope to see you there after you have
finished Direct-to-Consumer Advertising Volume
One: Emerging Issues.

John Mack, Publisher & Editor
Pharma Marketing News

Industry self-regulation—specifically, PhRMA's
Guiding
Principles
for
Direct-to-Consumer
Advertising—has played a big role in bringing
about these changes. However, these guidelines
did not arise in a vacuum. Beginning with the
withdrawal of Vioxx from the market by Merck in
2004, there has been a steady stream of criticism
of pharmaceutical marketing practices from all
corners, including traditional pharmaceutical
industry supporters like Sen. Frist, former majority
leader in the US Senate.
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Pharma Trends
to Watch
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #51-01

E

very year, pharmaceutical marketing
pundits look into their crystal balls and try
to come up with predictions for the
following year. In December, 2005, for
example, Pharmaceutical Executive Magazine
published their 2006 Forecast based on interviews
with a few experts. Pharma Marketing News also
hosted its online “2006 Pharma Trend Survey” in
January, 2006. The Pharma Marketing Roundtable
met by conference call in January to discuss trends
as well. This article summarizes the collective
wisdom from these sources. Now that we at the
end of 2006, we are in a position to see which
predictions were right on and which missed the
mark, especially with regard to DTC advertising.
Survey Topline Results
The 2006 Pharma Trend Survey asked respondents how likely or unlikely were a number of
possible pharmaceutical industry trends to unfold
in 2006. Respondents could answer highly
unlikely, somewhat unlikely, somewhat likely, or
highly likely. The aggregated results from 75
respondents are summarized in Figure 1 (see page
3).
Increase in Generic Competition
Increasing competition from generics is near the
top of the list of most likely trends. Fifty-five
percent (55%) of respondents said increased
competition was “highly likely” in 2006. A corollary
of this trend is increased loss of patents and 31%
of respondents felt this trend was highly likely to
continue in 2006.
“For the first time in my lifetime there are drugs
going generic that are more efficacious and have
fewer side effects than was previously the case,”
said Harry Sweeney, member of the Pharma
Marketing Roundtable and Chair of Dorland
Healthcare Communications. There’s no question
that the generic pipeline is robust and generic
utilization will increase in 2006. Currently, about
53% of prescriptions are generic drugs. “That’s
projected to increase by 15% to 18% in 2006,” said
Vince DeChellis, another member of the Pharma
Marketing Roundtable and an independent
healthcare consultant.
Pharma Marketing News

“The increasing power of formularies means that
brand companies have to compete not only against
their brand competitors, but also with generic
versions of their competitor’s patent-expired
drugs,” said Mario Cavallini, Manager, Competitive
Intelligence at Rosetta. “This will be a challenge for
marketing people who have to look at more
dimensions than one.” He was speaking at the
recent Pharma Marketing Roundtable conference
call.
As consumers begin to pay more in co-pays for
branded drugs, pharmaceutical brand marketers
will be under pressure to communicate compelling
reasons for them to pay a premium for brand
products. “With the advent of consumer-directed
healthcare, you have to convince the consumer
that paying $50 for Lipitor vs. the cheaper generic
version is worth it,” said Jack Barrette, Category
Development Officer at Yahoo!
Of course, the rollout of Medicare Part D makes
the federal government an even bigger payor in
the years ahead, which means more pressure to
substitute generics for brand drugs. The pharma
industry is bracing for this and, according to Henry
McKinnell, former CEO of Pfizer, has a plan. “…if
the sole decision-maker was the government, we’d
be really worried,” said McKinnell. “…government
puts cost before the interest of patients. And an allgeneric and an absolutely minimal-cost formulary
sounds pretty good. The competition we’re focused
on is not so much the competition at the PBM
level. It’s the competition at the plan-recruitingpatients level. That has all to do with choice and
access. We believe,” said McKinnell, “that we can
convince the payors that our medicines not only
produce better outcomes, they also lower cost.”
Brands Caving-In to Generic Onslaught?
Interestingly, the brand industry may be
accelerating the loss of patents by settling law suits
brought by generic competitors (see “Branded
Drugs Settling More Generic Suits”, WSJ; 17-Jan2006). According to the Wall Street Journal,
“Instead of defending their patents in protracted
and risky court proceedings, some companies are
settling cases by agreeing to shorten the patent life
of a drug—and to forgo hundreds of millions of
dollars in potential revenue—in return for
assurance that they can market it for a few years
free of the pall cast over their share prices by
litigation with their generic rivals.”
“Litigation as a marketing tool has been around for
a long time,” according to Sweeney. “As Medicare
kicks in and fills [generic drug companies’] coffers,
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Likelihood of Pharma Trends in 2006
Increased Sales of Specialty Drugs
Increase in Generic Competition

35%

52%

55%

31%

Increased Focus on Licensing

32%

45%

31%

39%

Increased Loss of Patents
Increase in Unbranded Advertising

32%

37%

Cuts in S&M Personnel

28%

41%

Increase in DTC Regulation

31%

36%

Increased Outsourcing

20%

47%

Cuts in DTC Ad Spending

15%

48%

Dwindling Pipeline

19%

43%

21%

39%

Decrease in TV DTC Advertising
Increased Alignment with Research

17%

41%

11%

48%

Declining Profits
Increase in FDA Warning Letters

13%

36%

13%

33%

Increase in R&D
Decreasing Brand Differentiation

7%

40%

Decreased Sales Growth
Decrease in New Drug Approvals

32%

Drug Price Reductions

11%
24%

Increase in Drug Recalls

0%

9%

35%

29%

20%

Highly Unlikely

40%

Somewhat Unlikely

11%

3%

60%

80%

Somewhat Likely

100%
Highly Likely

FIGURE 1: This is a summary of results of the Pharma Marketing Network 2006 Trend Survey. This
snapshot was taken on 18-January-2006 (75 respondents). Respondents were asked to rate the likelihood
of each trend by answering highly unlikely (dark blue), somewhat unlikely (light blue), somewhat likely
(orange), or highly likely (red). The results are sorted according to the sum of the percent answering
“somewhat likely” and “highly likely,” with the most likely at the top and the least likely at the bottom..
The survey and current aggregated results can be found online at
http://www.pharma-mkting.com/surveys/surveys-hp.htm#2006trends
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the generics will do things that they think will help
them build their businesses. If they can grab more
from branded drugs, they’re going to do it.”

compromise and give them two.” It depends. Does
the person have a gun pointed at you? And is your
family in the car?

At least one brand company is fighting back,
however. Celebrating Pfizer’s court victory over
Ranbaxy’s challenge to Lipitor, McKinnell offered
this analogy: “If somebody is threatening to steal
four tires off your car, it’s not a good strategy to

As the WSJ article explains, there are advantages
to settling and giving up a tire or two. “For the
branded companies, settling has distinct
advantages. They get a specific date when they
know for sure they will lose a drug's revenue and
can plan efforts to switch consumers to tweaked
versions of the branded drug that still enjoy patent
protection. Settlements also prevent generic
makers from launching copycats before the courts
decide patent cases, which has become
increasingly common.” In other words, this strategy
could be good for the brand company’s family (i.e.,
stockholders).

Bristol-Myers Squibb Chief
Executive Peter Dolan Fired Over
Generic Plavix Deal
In September, 2006, the Bristol-Myers Squibb
board summarily dismissed CEO Peter Dolan
primarily because of his botched handling of
generic competition to Plavix.
As reported by the WSJ:
"After learning that the company's Plavix
cash-cow was under threat from generic
competition, [Dolan] negotiated a deal that
would have paid Canada's Apotex Inc. tens of
millions of dollars to delay its introduction of
a copycat drug. That pact, aimed at settling
Apotex's legal challenge of the Plavix patent,
unraveled in late July when the Department
of Justice's antitrust division opened an
investigation into it and state attorneys
general rejected it.
"In filings to the federal court in New York
overseeing the patent litigation, Apotex has
alleged that Bristol-Myers struck a verbal side
agreement with it during the settlement
negotiations that it then hid from regulators.
"In the meantime, Apotex used binding
concessions it obtained during the
negotiations to launch a knockoff version on
Aug. 8, after the deal was rejected by
regulators. The generic version quickly
conquered 75% of the market, costing
Bristol-Myers as much as $600 million in lost
sales. The court overseeing the patent case
ordered Apotex to stop selling the generic
version on Aug. 31, but didn't force it to
recall the product already in the distribution
channel.
"Bristol-Myers pursued the deal with Apotex
even though U.S. regulators have been
hostile to such agreements on the grounds
that they hurt consumers by keeping lower
cost versions of life-saving drugs off the
market. The Federal Trade Commission has
criticized similar deals and has fought one of
them all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court."

Pharma Marketing News

Brand Differentiation
All this leads to brand differentiation, which I find
means different things to different people.
Unfortunately, the survey did not offer much in
terms of defining what was meant by this term.
Harry
Sweeney
contended
that
brand
differentiation refers to more than brand-specific
messaging versus unbranded, disease-awareness
messaging. “Whether there is an increase in
unbranded ads or not, brand differentiation
activities are going to increase,” he said. “There’s
going to be more emphasis on distinguishing your
brand to meet the generic competition.” Sweeney
voted, therefore, against any trend towards
decreased brand differentiation whereas a higher
percentage of survey respondents (47% vs. 38%)
felt that decreased brand differentiation was
somewhat or highly likely to be a trend in 2006.
Another option available to brands for combating
generic competition is switching to over-thecounter (OTC). DeChellis warned that a trend in
that direction would shift costs to the consumer,
which might make the government happy since
more drug costs coming out of consumers’ pockets
means less pressure on government budgets.
Politically speaking, however, shifting costs of
drugs to consumers may not be what the industry
needs in 2006.
What I had in mind when I created the survey was
not the problem of conveying distinctive brand
messages to convince consumers to purchase the
brand rather than the generic, but distinguishing
your brand from the competitor’s “me-too” brand.
Take, for example, Viagra vs. Levitra vs. Cialis.
Right now, I am finding it difficult to recall which
brand—Viagra or Levitra—is promoting “Make the
Call” vs. “Strike Up A Conversation.” However, I do
get the Cialis message: 36 hours, 36 hours, 36
hours!
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R&D and the Pipeline of New Drugs
Another corollary to the increased generic competition trend is the brand drug pipeline issue. After
all, if many more new
drugs
were
on
the
immediate
horizon,
generics would only be a
nuisance rather than a
real threat. The consensus is hopeful. Only
19% of survey respondents, for example, felt it
was highly likely that 2006
would see a continuing
dwindling pipeline trend.
“2006 may be a rebuilding
year,”
said
Barrette.
“You’ve got a trough in the
pipeline—for the first time
in years, there’s been a
drop rather than an
increase in approvals
compared to the previous
year [see chart]. There’s sure to be a ramp up in
the years coming, but public opinion, generic
growth, a lack of approval of new drugs, and
pressure on marketing from physicians as well as
consumers, means that 2006 will be a rebuilding
year at best.”
Only 20 new indications for drugs were approved
in 2005 compared with 36 in 2004, despite $38
billion investment in drug development last year.
Speaking of R&D investment, less than half (46%)
of survey respondents felt that increased R&D
expenditures—as a percent of sales—is likely to
continue to be a trend in 2006. About a third said it
was somewhat or highly unlikely. The subgroup of
self-selected pharma company respondents was
pretty divided on this issue with the largest
percentage—35%—not knowing.
The FDA recently announced new guidelines for
the preliminary phases of drug development, which
will, according to the FDA, “enable U.S. medical
researchers to evaluate much more efficiently the
promise of scientific advances discovered in their
laboratories.”
Roundtable members discounted the importance of
this initiative, at least in the short term. “It would be
a minimum of 5 to 10 years before this would
impact the number of drugs coming out of the
pipeline,” said Barrette. “It’s not a done deal,”
Cavallini pointed out. “There are human interest
advocates who are complaining that this puts study
participants at greater risk. This is another test of
FDA’s skittishness regarding risk.”

Pharma Marketing News

Dreaded Precautionary Principle
Speaking of risk, FDA, and new drug approvals,
DeChellis noted that “the projection for new drug
approvals in 2006 looks to be about 36 or 37 new
indications, but that depends on whether or not the
FDA gets cold feet.”
Sweeney referred to the “dreaded precautionary
principle” concept attributed to Peter Pitts, former
Associate Commissioner for External Relations at
the FDA, and now a Senior Fellow in Health Care
Studies at Pacific Research Institute (PRI). Pitts
characterized the principle thusly: “unless you
know everything you shouldn’t do anything.”
Whether or not precaution should be dreaded
depends on your point of view. In any case, Pitts
and other experts don’t believe FDA is buying into
this principle.
“The whole risk topic is ripe for robust discussion
down in Washington,” said Sweeney. “There are
advocates—primarily consumer advocates—who
are arguing for a zero risk approach. That’s not the
world that we live in. I think the FDA realizes this –
the whole atmosphere is politicized and FDA is not
sure what to do. The fact that the FDA does not
have a true leader doesn’t help.”
FDA Regulation of DTC: To Be or Not To Be?
The most visible challenge to the pharmaceutical
industry in 2006—one that if not handled deftly can
affect the industry’s public image the most—is
direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising. As Sweeney
likes to say, DTC has become “a poster child for
the industry and its marketing activities.”
A large majority (67%) of respondents to the
survey felt it was likely that there will be an
increase in regulations of DTC by FDA in 2006 as
opposed to only 8% who felt there will not be any
increase. Roundtable members tended to favor the
minority opinion on this point.
“The Bush administration is overextended with
regard to political capital and it has to cut down the
number of fronts it’s fighting on,” said Cavallini.
“One of these is the battle of Bush appointees
against
government
agency
(e.g.,
FDA)
professional staffers. Consequently, there’s going
to be a truce, at least until the end of mid-term
elections.”
Risk: I Say Relative, You Say Absolute
Most experts believe that if the FDA comes out
with new DTC regulations, these will most likely
focus on the communication of risk in consumer
drug ads.
The industry, of course, has its own views on how
risk should be communicated. Some industry pro-
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ponents, for example, contend that risk should be
presented in absolute terms rather than relative
terms. Study data presented at a recent FDA
public hearing suggest that consumers presented
with drug risk information as an absolute risk were
willing to accept a higher level of risk to achieve
therapeutic benefit than those who were presented
information as relative risk. That is, if I told you that
your chances of getting a heart attack was 5 times
higher if you took Vioxx than if you took Aleve, you
would be less inclined to accept that risk than if I
told you that your absolute risk was 0.25% with
Vioxx vs. 0.05% with Aleve. Neither of the latter
two numbers seems big enough to worry about,
but a 5-times increase sounds terrible.
Sweeney expressed it this way: “Since most
people are not interested in epidemiologic
statistics, generally, but rather in a ‘statistic of
one’—themselves, or a loved one—wouldn’t it
make more sense to report risks in those terms as
well as the ways favored by economists and
epidemiologists?”
Not too many people have attempted to answer
Sweeney’s question. I only note here that many
industry advocates want consumers to have a
choice and to be able to make an informed choice.
What better way to ensure that than to
communicate relative benefits and risks of drugs?
That way, consumers can make head-to-head
comparisons just like they do when buying cars or
margarine. If you are interested in reading further
thoughts on this topic, see these Pharma
Marketing Blog posts:
• Marketing Acceptable Risk

Some companies are already allocating sizeable
chunks of their DTC ad budgets to online.
“AstraZeneca said it is spending 8% of its
consumer budget online,” said Barrette. “which is
about quadruple the industry average for the past
several years. At Yahoo! we’ve already booked
more for 2006 before the year has even started
than we booked at the end of 2004. This move to
up-front buying is a clear indication that the
industry is moving in this direction.”
New Directions Part 2: Unbranded DTC
More than two-thirds of survey respondents (69%)
felt it was likely that there would be an increase in
non-branded (unbranded) disease awareness
advertising in 2006 as opposed to only 13% who
felt there would not be an increase. Somewhat
more pharma respondents (18%) agreed with the
naysayers.
“Part 2 about the shift in how we reach consumers
[part 1 being the channel mix – see New Directions
Part 1: Alternative Media] is the creative that we
reach them with,” said Barrette. “There’s no
question that we are going to see more unbranded
ads and a big shift in the way creative is done—it’s
already happening. You’re going to see a flip to
mensfacts.com and those types of programs.”
Conclusion
There’s enough collective wisdom here to get your
brain cells working on ideas about how to align
your business plan with the projected trends for
2006. You can view an online interactive summary
of the 2006 Pharma Trend Survey at
http://www.pharmamkting.com/surveys/Trends2006Survey.htm .

• Finally, marketing Aligns with PR—Maybe

Pharma Marketing News

Regardless of what the FDA may do, public
opinion is the final court of appeals. “Public opinion
and the consumer media are going to watchdog
the PhRMA code closely in 2006,” said Barrette.
“Anyone who does a reminder ad or sends an ED
ad to an inappropriate audience, for example, is
going to be beaten up and stoned publicly. This
public enforcement of the guidelines is going to be
interesting to see.”
New Directions Part 1: Alternative Media
Nearly two-thirds (63%) of survey respondents felt
that there would be cuts in DTC ad spending in
2006 and 60% felt there would be less DTC on TV.
Roundtable experts suggested that there would be
a re-allocation of where DTC money is spent, not a
dramatic cutback across the board. “I think that the
channel spend is going to change,” said DeChellis.
“Medical communication, for example, is going
virtual.”

Pharma Marketing News
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To Ban or Not to
Ban DTC, That is
the Question
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #47-01

T

o ban, or not to ban DTC advertising: that is
the question:
Whether 'tis nobler for the pharma industry to
suffer
The slings and arrows of politicians seeking
the office of presidency,
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
Republican and Democrat
And by opposing end them?

Frist to Industry: Time to Clean Up Your Act
The pharmaceutical industry reeled from the blow
delivered in 2005 by Senate Majority Leader Bill
Frist (R-TN) who called upon the industry to
impose “a two-year moratorium on advertising for
new drugs and a government audit to determine
how drug ads have affected the way Americans
are treated for illness.”
Frist declared: “It’s time for drug companies to
clean up their act. If they don’t, Congress will.”
Deconstructing Frist’s Proposal
It might be useful to take a critical look at Frist’s
statement and deconstruct what he says to help
provide further insight into the issue, establish
some balance, and possibly reveal Frist’s motives.
Frist leads off by quoting a few DTC taglines:
• “Keep the spark alive;”
• “The healing purple pill;”
• “If a playful moment turns into the right
moment, you can be ready;”
• “For everyday victories.”
“Those are taglines for some of America’s bestselling, most widely advertised prescription drugs
in recent years,” Frist says. “We all know them
because we’ve heard them over … and over …
and over again.”
Reach and Frequency
Obviously, Frist is not a marketer. Repetition or
“frequency” is one of the most important principles
of traditional advertising. In order to drum the
message into people these days, advertisers have
to be much more repetitious, or so the convenPharma Marketing News

tional thinking goes. People are just not paying as
much attention to ads as they used to.
Permission-based marketing, on the other hand,
may be a better solution that, if used more
effectively by the pharma industry, could have
saved it from this type of criticism. For more on this
topic, see “Out-of-the-Box Marketing: Will It Work
for Pharma?”
Frist also acknowledged that DTC ads had broad
reach, another important advertising principle:
Continued on next page…

More Calls for a DTC Moratorium
Since Senator Frist’s statement calling for a
mandatory 2-year DTC moratorium, the
pharmaceutical industry has imposed its own
voluntary moratorium on DTC for newly
approved drugs.
Most notably, PhRMA—the industry’s trade
association—came out with its voluntary
Guidelines on Direct-to-Consumer
Advertising, which went into effect on
January 1, 2006 (see “PhRMA Finalizes DTC
Principles”).
Billy Tauzin, head of PhRMA, stated in a WSJ
video interview: "Senator Frist was right. And
I want to thank him for adding a lot of
momentum to the effort to begin changing
the [drug] ads in America."
Principle #6 of the Guidelines states
“companies should spend an appropriate
amount of time to educate health
professionals about a new medicine or a new
therapeutic indication before commencing the
first DTC advertising campaign.” Some
companies, such as Pfizer and BMS have
gone further and imposed a 6-month and 1year moratorium, respectively, on advertising
their new drugs to consumers.
In June, 2006, The American Medical
Association recently called for an FDAmandated moratorium on DTC drug ads and
left it up to the industry and FDA to work out
the details; ie, how long the moratorium
should be for each drug (see “AMA vs DTC:
Spinmeisters at Work”).
The latest call for a DTC moratorium came
from the Institute of Medicine, which called
for a mandatory 2-year moratorium on all
new drugs in its report to Congress entitled
"The Future of Drug Safety: Promoting and
Protecting the Health of the Public" (see “IOM
Report Calls for DTC Moratorium”).
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“We’ve heard them on the television set and our
favorite radio programs. We’ve read them in
newspapers and weekly magazines. We’ve seen
them on billboards along the highway and, yes,
even on stock cars at our favorite racetracks.”
DTC Issue Has Political Wings
One might think it odd that Frist would mention
stock cars and racetracks, but it is no doubt a
calculated political ploy designed to appeal to “Joe
Six Pack” voters who otherwise would have
nothing in common with the rich, former heart
transplant surgeon.
Frist uses the DTC issue to bash his political
opponents and set up battle lines for the 2008
campaign. He tries to blame the Clinton
administration, for example, for “opening the door
[to DTC advertising] too widely.” He was referring
to the 1997 “Draft Guidance for Industry and FDA,”
which clarified how drugs could be advertised on
television (Frist says, the rule “liberalized the
disclosure rules for televised ads in 1997”).
“As a result, direct-to-consumer advertising
exploded to levels that many could not have
anticipated. And this has driven up prescription
drug use and spending and, I believe, led to
inappropriate physician prescribing.”
One wonders where the Republicans were while all
this was going on? The Republican-controlled
Congress of the day had no trouble blocking other
Clinton initiatives. Could it be that Frist is
establishing battle lines between himself and
Clinton—Hillary that is—that will inevitably be
drawn in 2008?
Framing the issue this way also avoids having the
Bush administration take a share of the blame. If
anything, the 1997 FDA guidance give the industry
an inch and it took a mile. Clearly, if the FDA were
more vigilant during the Bush administration and
less cozy with the drug industry, we wouldn’t be
talking about banning DTC today.
Another indication that Frist has an eye on his
political future is his call for “a government study of
the costs, consequences and any potential
benefits of direct-to-consumer advertising.” A
government study is always a good way to keep
your name in the news or at least revisit the issue
again and again during a political campaign.
DTC and Docs
Frist is a physician who believes that through DTC
advertising “drug companies market their
products…over the heads of doctors.” Physicians,
however, clearly are divided on the merits of DTC
and the AMA is currently studying the effect of
marketing drugs directly to consumers. Frist fails to
Pharma Marketing News

mention that many physicians are well aware of the
effectiveness of DTC (see “Results from FDA
Physician Survey on DTC Advertising”) and that
physicians often participate in the ads themselves
(see the article, “Straight-Talking DTC”, in this
Supplement).
Frist paints a picture of hapless docs under
pressure to prescribe whatever medications their
patients ask for. “Patients, seeing the ads,’ Frist
says, “place new demands on their doctors. My
medical colleagues are pressed for time. Driven by
the drumbeat of advertising, relentless pressure to
contain costs, and the understandable desire to
please their patients, some harried physicians write
unneeded prescriptions rather than arguing with
their patients or explaining why a less expensive
drug would be just as effective.”
Frist cited a study from the University of CaliforniaDavis in which “researchers sent actors in good
health to 152 doctors’ offices in three cities to find
out if they could get prescriptions for simulated
symptoms.”
“The study found that if an actor requested Paxil, a
heavily promoted antidepressant, he was five times
as likely to walk out of the doctor’s office with a
prescription for the drug.,” Frist said. “The research
suggested that direct-to-consumer advertising
increases patient demand for specific medications,
even in situations where the prescriptions aren’t
needed.”
Contrary to the way this study was reported in the
media and summarized by Frist, the research does
NOT prove that marketing of prescription
medications for depression may exert significant
influence on treatment decisions. Rather it proves
that physicians, more often than not, will prescribe
a drug if his or her patients ask for it.
That says more about the practice of medicine
than it odes about DTC advertising. “Prescribing
antidepressants for adjustment disorder, as
presented in the study, is at the margin of clinical
appropriateness,” said Dr. Richard L. Kravitz, lead
investigator on the study.
Shame on the physician, therefore, who caves in to
the whim of patients and inappropriately prescribes
antidepressants. For more on this, see “Blame the
Doc, Not DTC!”
Education vs. Promotion
“America needs a patient-centered health care
system,” said Frist. “Timely, accurate, complete,
and balanced information must be a pillar of any
such system. And advertising can help provide this
information. But right now it simply is not.”
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It is clear that the FDA would like to see DTC ads
play a larger role in educating consumers. It
believes
consumer-directed
promotion
of
prescription drugs “can convey useful health
information to patients.” The February, 2004 draft
guidance on disease awareness communications
especially talks about this (see “FDA Draft
Guidance for Print DTCA: Less than Feared”).
“In its proper place,” Frist suggests, “direct-to
consumer drug advertising can empower
consumers. It can give them information they need
to make informed, smart decisions about their
health. It can inform them about new therapies.
These are good things.”
But is branded DTC advertising the right vehicle to
accomplish these “good things”?
The Coalition for Healthcare Communication (an
organization representing several ad agencies and
health communications companies) doesn’t think
so. It asserts that “the primary goal of direct to
consumer advertising is and should be to convince
a consumer to discuss a medical condition with his
or her doctor. To ask advertising to educate is to
ask it something it is not capable of doing.” (See “Is
DTC Educational or Motivational?”)
On the other hand, non-branded DTC diseaseawareness advertising can be equally effective at
driving consumers to seek medical attention.
“In markets where DTC (on a brand named basis)
is not permissible,” said Brian Towell, head of
Doghouse Communications, a healthcare communications agency in the UK, “companies are
allowed in many cases to promote by therapeutic
concern/area, and tell customers that if they have
this or that problem, a solution can be discussed
with their primary care physician. I have worked on
a number of these myself, and would agree that
information encouraging individuals to present with
symptoms and signs that they may have chosen to
ignore.”
On June 13, 2005, Bristol-Myers Squibb released
its “Direct-to-Consumer Communications Code”
that promised—among other things—to put more
emphasis on non-branded disease-awareness
advertising. For all newly launched products, BMS
promises to “Develop disease state awareness
advertising, as appropriate, for diseases that may
be potentially treated by our newly launched
medications in order to further educate consumers
and healthcare professionals.” For more on this
code, see “Emerging DTC Principles” below.
ED Drug Ads: Bad Boys of DTC
Frist references erectile dysfunction (ED) drug ads
at several points in his statement. He laments that
Pharma Marketing News

you cannot escape DTC, even at Nascar races
where Viagra sponsors Mark Martin’s Viagra
Taurus.
Frist explicitly mentions ED drug ads several times
in his statement. The following is just two examples
of what he had to say:
“Today’s advertising leaves parents more often
having to explain to their 10-year old children what
erectile dysfunction is than how to prevent and
treat high blood pressure.”
“Just think, how many parents have found
themselves watching a sporting event with their
son or daughter only to be assaulted by an ad for
an erectile dysfunction drug? Advertising during
last year’s Superbowl comes to mind."
From these statements and proposals to limit ED
ads by other politicians, it is obvious that ED drug
ad campaigns have greatly damaged the image of
the drug industry and have become the “bad boys”
of DTC advertising. They are easy targets for
critics.
Several articles and opinion pieces in this
newsletter have warned that these ads “push the
envelope” of DTC advertising and tarnish the
industry’s reputation (see “Are ED Ads Too
Sexually Explicit?”, “Super Bowl DTC Debut: Was
It Good for You?” and “Marketing Drugs Like
Packaged Goods at the Super Bowl”).
DTC and Drug Prices
“… let there be no mistake: drug advertisements
fuel America’s skyrocketing prescription drug
costs,” Frisk vehemently states. “They cause more
people to take prescription drugs. They create an
artificial demand. And they drive up our nation’s
overall health care costs. They needlessly and
wastefully rive up your health costs.”
Frist cited a 2002 Government Accountability
Office (GAO) study to back up his claim that
“increased direct-to-consumer advertising has
helped fuel escalating drug costs.”
PhRMA, in its “Statement on the Value of Direct to
Consumer Advertising,” states that “Evidence does
not link advertising and drug prices.” PhRMA
doesn't cite the source of this evidence, however it
could be the same GAO report that Frist referred
to.
The Summary of the GAO report contends that
there is a link between heavily advertised drugs
and sales of those drugs. It certainly doesn’t
provide evidence for a cause and effect link that
proves that DTC helps “fuel” escalating drug costs.
Drug company shareholders and Wall Street
analysts are the real high-octane fuel behind rising
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drug costs. Pfizer CEO Henry McKinnell suggests
“investors’ confidence in the risk and rewards”
drives prices. Eliminating this “fuel” would go a
long way toward keeping drug prices down.
Although Frist points out that “patient safety should
be paramount, not the bottom line,” no one would
expect him to ban selling drug company shares for
2 years!
DTC and Communicating Risk
Frist criticized the 1997 guidance for requiring “only
that drug companies disclose the most significant
risks” to consumers and not “a full picture of a
drug’s risks and benefits.”
However, drug risk communication experts and the
FDA agree that “less is more” when it comes to
educating consumers about risks in drug ads. On
February 4, 2004, the FDA issued long-awaited
draft guidance documents designed to improve
communications to consumers and health care
practitioners about health conditions and medical
products. The draft guidance “Brief Summary:
Disclosing Risk Information in Consumer-Directed
Print Advertisements” encourages manufacturers
to use clearer, less cluttered formats for presenting
risk information and encourages them to focus
their risk disclosures on the most important and the
most common risks and to do so in language easily
understood by the average consumer. (See “FDA
Draft Guidance for Print DTCA: Less than Feared,”
op. cit.).
Frist cited a 2002 FDA survey in which “nearly 60
percent of patients reported that drug advertisements don’t provide enough risk information. And
58 percent of patients felt that ads portray products
as better than they are.”
He also quoted from a separate FDA survey of
physicians in which”75 percent of physicians said
that ads led patients to overestimate the efficacy of
the drugs. And 65 percent of physicians noted that
patients confuse the risks and benefits of drugs
advertised to consumers.”
The FDA survey also showed that DTC
advertising, when done correctly, can serve
positive public health functions such as increasing
patient awareness of diseases that can be treated,
and prompting thoughtful discussions with
physicians that result in needed treatments being
prescribed - often not the treatment in the DTC
advertisement. This study also demonstrates that
most physicians view DTC advertisements as one
of many factors that affect their practice and their
interactions with patients, both positively and, in
some respects, negatively. See “Results from FDA
Physician Survey on DTC Advertising.”

Pharma Marketing News

Communicating risk in DTC ads is not easy and
some pharma executives acknowledge the industry
needs to learn more about how to do it effectively.
Hank McKinnell, CEO of Pfizer, for example, in his
book “A Call to Action,” says “We’re doing research
with patient and consumer groups on the subject of
risk communications that I hope will give the
industry and regulators some valuable guidance on
how people interpret messages about risk.” (See a
review of Mckinnell’s book in the article “A Call to
Action: A Mea Non Culpa by Big Pharma.”)
To make sense of trial data and risk information,
consumers need to look at and understand
numbers. As pointed out in a recent Washington
Post article, however, “many people don’t demand
the same kinds of numbers [as they do with money
matters] when judging medical findings.”
For more information on this topic, please see
“Numbers, Math and Communicating Risk” and
“Can Drug Ads Communicate Risk?”
FDA Weakness
“Right now,” said Frist, “the FDA has neither the
resources to scrutinize direct-to-consumer drug
advertisements nor the power to review them for
accuracy before they are viewed by the American
public.”
Frist accurately depicts the FDA’s lack of
resources, but does not accept any responsibility
on behalf of the Bush administration for
“defanging” the agency.
For example, Daniel Troy, former chief counsel to
the FDA, was Bush’s first FDA appointee. “Troy
managed to restrict FDA’s ability to use its statutes
creatively, and this in turn deterred mid-level
managers from advocating new approaches to
emerging scientific issues, leaving the agency
looking - and feeling - weak.” For more on this, see
“The House(s) That Troy Built” in a recent post to
the Pharma Marketing Blog,
Emerging DTC Principles
Frist
acknowledged
the
“leadership
and
responsibility” demonstrated by Bristol-Myers
Squibb’s newly announced “Direct-to-Consumer
Communications Code” in which it promised to
“refrain from any direct-to-consumer branded mass
media (television, radio and print) advertising to
promote [a] medication” for a minimum of 12
months following a launch of the medication.”
He also referred to PhRMA’s industry-wide, soonto-be-announced voluntary code governing directto-consumer advertising, which “should, at a
minimum,” said Frist, “include a voluntary
restriction on the direct-to-consumer advertising of
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prescription drugs in their first two years on the
market.”
Frist suggested that a one year moratorium on
DTC may not be enough time for “scientists get a
complete picture of a new drug’s effects. Both
doctors and patients need time to learn about new
treatments, assess their benefits, and find out
more about their risks. A full knowledge base of the
potential side effects takes time to develop.
Education should always come before persuasion.
Patient safety should be paramount, not the
bottom line.”
For more about various industry efforts to develop
DTC advertising principles, see “New DTC
Principles Emerging.”
Additional Steps
Frist suggested three additional steps that may
require legislation or that could happen through
“voluntary” work by the drug industry, which he
“encourages.” These are:
1. “We should give the FDA prior review and
approval authority for all direct-to-consumer drug
advertising.”
BMS’s
Code
includes
this.
“Advertising should boldly and responsibly address
safety head-on, replacing upbeat, fantasy-land
images with a frank discussion of a product’s
benefits and risks,” said Frist. For an idea of how
the industry can do this, see “DTC Straight Talk,”
which discusses a J&J approach.
2. “We should increase resources devoted to
reviewing advertising to determine its accuracy and
to ensure all standards are met. The FDA—to
whom we have given this responsibility—must
have the capability and resources to more
thoroughly monitor drug advertising and make
absolutely sure that companies comply with
advertising guidelines. The American people
assume this is being done—and it is not.”
3. “We should give doctors and patients greater
access to clinical data and post marketing
surveillance efforts about drugs after they become
available.” For more on this topic, see “A Proposal
for a Drug Risk Advisory System.”
No Carrot, Just a Stick
Frist backs up his suggestions for voluntary
restrictions with a warning. “I will be watching this
issue closely. And if the pharmaceutical industry’s
voluntary restrictions aren’t strong enough, I’ll
support Congressional action to make sure
consumers get the protection they deserve. If
these voluntary restrictions don’t do the job, I
believe Congress should act.”

When the question of banning DTC was put before
experts on the PHARMA-MKTING online
discussion board, several interesting opinions were
expressed that are summarized below.
“I am firmly on the side of banning any kind of
named brand advertising direct to the potentially
sick and willingly misled. Sticking ads for
prescription medications in, amongst and
alongside ads for butter, breakfast cereal and
pantyhose is fundamentally wrong (and ethically
and morally corrupt).” -- Brian Towell, head of
Doghouse Communications.
“The right path is probably the one being pursued-a voluntary moratorium until enough time has
passed for side effects to manifest and more
emphasis on disease awareness as opposed to
product ads.” -- Terry Nugent, VP Marketing,
Medical Marketing Service, Inc.
“The question should not really be ‘should we ban
DTC.’ Instead, ‘how do we create processes for
better safety and efficacy studies’ -- better
oversight, better dissemination, etc. [To ban DTC]
would be something like banning advertising in
general because companies don’t have proper
accounting practices!” -- Sanjay Virmani
“The consumer should not take drug ads any more
seriously than any other kind of advertising. In all
cases, caveat emptor should prevail. However, by
denying consumers access to information about
healthcare, including meds, they have LESS
power.” -- Katherine O'Neill, an independent
pharmaceutical industry consultant.
David Reim of Simstar proposed a thought
experiment to imagine a world without DTC
advertising for prescription drugs. “In that world,”
said Reim, “Vitamins can advertise. Supplements
can advertise. Nutriceuticals can advertise. And
here is the capper to this thought experiment: your
personal physician probably doesn’t know anything
of significance about these “alternative” treatments
because they are not mainstream. So, in this
thought experiment the lack of DTC drives more
people to be open to heavily marketing “therapies”
not under the jurisdiction of the FDA. The cat is out
of the bag. Pandora's box is open. The physician
has lost exclusivity.”
Pharma Marketing News
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DTC Pros and
Cons Presented
at FDA Hearing
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #410-01

P

eople are polite in Washington, DC. They
don’t rush and knock you down in the
Metro (subway) like people do in NYC.
Similarly, FDA staffers and presenters at
the recent public hearing on DTC were very polite
too. The nice FDA people asked nice questions
and the nice presenters, for the most part, didn’t
blast the FDA for not doing anything to reign in
DTC or for doing too much.
This article presents a summary of what these nice
people had to say at the FDA hearing, comments
by members of the Pharma Marketing Roundtable
(PM Roundtable), which met by conference call on
November 10, 2005 to discuss DTC issues, and
results from the ongoing DTC Issues Online
Survey being conducted by Pharma Marketing
News.
FDA Inside the Beltway
The 2-day meeting was held on November 1 and 2
at the National Transportation Safety Board
Boardroom and Conference Center in Washington,
DC rather than closer to FDA headquarters in
Rockville, Maryland. Perhaps this made it more
convenient for Washington beat reporters and
staffers from Capitol Hill.
John Kamp, PM Roundtable member and
Executive Director of the Coalition for Healthcare
Communication, offered an “inside the beltway”
take on FDA’s motives for holding this hearing.
“One clear purpose of the meeting was to remind
other people inside the beltway, especially
Congress, that FDA is in charge, is aggressively
regulating DTC, and is doing fine, thank you.”
Some presenters at the hearing, however,
disagreed and criticized the FDA for dropping the
ball. These critics were balanced by an equl
number of DTC supporters. Harry Sweeney, PM
Roundtable member and CEO/Chief Creative
Officer at Dorland Global Health Communications,
counted 21 Pro presentations and 17 Con
presentations.
Generally, the critics were much more entertaining
at the hearing than were the supporters. They were
more lively and often used multimedia
presentations. In contrast, most supports were dry
Pharma Marketing News

and boring. It was as if they left all their marketing
skills at the office! “The Cons ranged from
balanced to incendiary,” said Sweeney, “with heartrending, over-the-top presentations that they used
to muckrake.”
Pfizer Research
Pfizer perhaps has done more than any other
pharmaceutical company to study how to balance
communication of benefits and risks in DTC ads
and presented some results from its studies at the
hearing.
In August, 2005, Pfizer announced its commitment
to “fundamentally change our approach to
communicating risk and benefit information to
improve educational value while continuing to
motivate people to overcome barriers to healthy
behavior.”
Part of this commitment is to test and improve
consumer-friendly approaches to risk communication:
• Pfizer has submitted to the FDA for review a
new consumer-friendly and consumer-tested
print brief summary, the part of the print ad that
extensively lists the risks of a medicine (see
Figure 3 on page 15). Should the FDA approve
this new version, Pfizer will use this new format
in all its print advertising and on all of its product
Web sites.
• Pfizer will fund research to find ways to further
improve risk communication in DTC TV
advertising. Pfizer will conduct this research
with input from the FDA and third parties and
will adjust its communications based on the
results.
The first presenter at the FDA meeting—Sharon D.
Allison-Ottey of COSHAR Inc.—summarized the
qualitative research that Pfizer performed in
September, 2004. Based on qualitative screening,
four “innovative” options that may help to provide
consumers with more user friendly information via
print DTC ads were recommended for quantitative
testing:
• ‘Empowerment’
provided
both important
information about the medication as well as
information about the indication (e.g., high
cholesterol) and lifestyle changes that can help
improve a patient’s outcome.
• ‘Fast Facts’ provided the pertinent information in
an easy to follow format, allowing the reader to
quickly “scan and read” the sections that are
most important to them.
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• ‘Questions’ provided the quick scan of important
information and the format is one that is thought
to potentially elicit questions to the physician.
• ‘Safety Guide’ appeared to be the best option to
test this finding since it has some of the
elements that are important (i.e., blocking of
information and color) so it has more of the
variables of the other options that will be tested.
These were combined with existing brief summary
versions and prototypes of those referenced by the
2004 FDA Brief Summary guidance to create the
quantitative test matrix.
Five Key Learnings
1. The Ad itself is an integral part of risk
communication. Consumers receive information about side effects and other important
information from the ad alone (as
demonstrated by the Ad only cell)…
2. …But, the Brief Summary matters. An ad
with a Brief Summary is more effective at
conveying side effect information compared to
having an Ad only with no brief summary at
all…
3. …And, the Brief Summary can clearly be
improved. Current Brief Summary is clearly
inferior at communicating information compared to all alternative versions tested…
4. …We have identified several appealing
alternatives to the Current Brief Summary.

On the crucial dimension of recall and
severity of side effects, three of the alternative
versions prove superior to other versions
tested within both therapeutic areas (Migraine
and High Cholesterol):
Fast Facts,
Questions, safety Guide…
5. …And, importantly, risk communication
and motivation are not incompatible. Each
of these versions has motivation scores that
are no worse than an ad paired with the
current Brief Summary. Motivation was
measured as a take action metric: visit a
physician or call an 800 number. No mention
was made, however, if visiting a product
website was an action measured.
Motivation
Pfizer’s DTC mission statement reads, in part, “to
communicate motivating, useful and understandable information about medical conditions and
treatment options…” Pat Kelly, President of Pfizer
US Pharmaceuticals, presented data supporting
the motivational role that DTC advertising plays.
The crux of his presentation was that DTC is
instrumental in motivating millions of American with
undiagnosed medical conditions to speak with their
physicians and that advertising leads to new
diagnoses (see Figure 2 on page 14).
“We’ve learned that ads need to provide information that motivates consumers to overcome the
significant barriers that continue to prevent millions

FIGURE 1: Performance Funnel
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• Recognize people’s barriers to healthy
behavior and the importance of DTC
in overcoming them

FIGURE 2: DTC advertising has helped one in four patients who asked
about a DTC-advertised product during a doctor visit receive a diagnosis
for a previously unknown medical condition. More than forty percent of
these new diagnoses were for high priority conditions.
of Americans … from starting that all-important
conversation with their doctors to get the medical
help they need,” said Kelly. Kelly was careful to
point out, however, that consumers seek health
information from a variety of sources in addition to
DTC. TV ads, for example, ranked 5th as an
information source after conversation with physician, magazines/newspapers, conversations with
family/friends, and conversation with pharmacist.
“If the point of DTC advertising is to get people to
talk to their doctors to become more aware about
diseases,” said Mario Cavallini, PM Roundtable
member and Manager, Competitive Intelligence at
SimStar, “then DTC should talk just about that. But
that’s not the only goal of DTC. We should be
careful in public defense of DTCA that we don’t get
boxed into the position that the ONLY purpose for
DTCA is disease awareness and driving
consumers to the doctor.”
Recommendations
Kelly’s recommendations to the FDA were as
follows:
• Don’t sacrifice proven public health benefits of
DTC
– Pursue changes in an evidence-based way
– Critical research is needed
• Work together to ensure that communications
are truly helpful, understandable and engaging to
the patient
– Focused
– Balanced
• Expand rather than reduce information options
• Help consumers work with their healthcare
providers

How Much Risk Information is
Enough?
Communicating risk in DTC ads is a
crucial issue for the FDA. When queried
on this issue by FDA panelists, Kelly
suggested that an effective standard
must be set to determine how much risk
information is optimal. Pfizer, as well as
other pharma companies, are seeking to
find the boundary beyond which risk
information becomes so over-whelming
that it actually deters patients from
seeking help. “We need to step back,”
said Kelly, “and establish what is
reasonable to be accomplished” within a
short 30-second or 60-second DTC ad.

“How do you get the FDA to agree to put only as
much information in ads as is needed to
communicate risks without creating information
overload?,” asked Sweeney. “Some people figured
out a long time ago that if industry can be forced to
pile more and more information into their
commercials, the DTC advertising issue would sink
of its own weight.”
As far as the FDA may be concerned, it “needs to
quantify how well DTC ads communicate risk,” said
Jack Barrette, PM Roundtable member and
Category Development Officer at Yahoo!. “FDA
eeds to find good metrics to show that risks are as
well understood as benefits whereas previously
there was a tremendous imbalance. They can then
demonstrate that they corrected this imbalance
and did their job as a regulatory authority to make
DTC a worthwhile type of communication.”
Disease Awareness Ads
According to Kelly, Pfizer has allocated a portion of
their media budget a financial amount “equivalent
to one major medicine” to address general public
health as a “stand-alone brand” without mentioning
any drug brand. Part of this sum may be used to
develop a special category of unbranded ads: Helpseeking ads or unbranded disease-awareness ads.
Disease-awareness ads are not subject to the
disclosure requirements of the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetics Act and FDA regulations. These
ads are communications disseminated to
consumers or health care practitioners that discuss
a particular disease or health condition, but do not
mention any specific drug or device or make any
representation or suggestion concerning a
particular drug or device.
Continued on next page…
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Do:
•
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H igh cholesterol is m ore than ju st a nu m ber, it’s a risk
factor that should not be ignored. If you r doctor said you
have high cholesterol, you m ay be at an increased risk
for heart attack. B ut the good new s is, you can take
steps to lower your cholesterol.
W ith the help of you r doctor and a cholesterol-lowering
m edicine like LIP IT O R along with diet and exercise,
you cou ld be on you r w ay to lowering you r cholesterol.
R eady to start eating right and exercising m ore?
T alk to your doctor and v isit the A m erican H eart
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can lead to kidney problem s. Sym ptom s of m u scle or liver
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• N ausea or v om iting
• Stom ach pain
• B row n or dark-colored u rine
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• Y ou r skin and the w hites of your eyes becom e yellow
If you take L IP IT O R and have these sym ptom s, call your
doctor im m ediately.

W ho ca n ta ke L IP IT O R :
• People w ho can’t low er their cholesterol enough with
diet and exercise
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W ho sh ould N O T take LIP IT O R :
• W om en w ho are pregnant or nu rsing or m ay
becom e pregnant
• P eople with liver problem s
• P eople allergic to anything in L IP IT O R

B E F O R E Y O U S T A R T L IP IT O R
T e ll yo u r d o cto r:
• A bou t all m edications you tak e, inclu ding prescriptions,
over-the-cou nter m edications, vitam ins, and herbal
su pplements
• If you hav e m u scle aches or weakness
• If you drink m ore than 2 alcoholic drink s a day
• If you have diabetes or kidney problem s
• If you have a thyroid problem

T ake LIP IT O R as prescribed by your doctor.
T ry to eat heart-healthy foods w hile you take LIP IT O R .
T ake LIP IT O R at any tim e of day, w ith or withou t food.
If you m iss a dose, take it as soon as you rem em ber. Bu t
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dose, w ait. T ake the next dose at you r regular tim e.
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• Talk to you r pharm acist
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FIGURE 3: Pfizer’s consumer-friendly and consumer-tested
print brief summary that Pfizer will begin using with FDA’s
approval.

doubt possible to do disease awareness ads
that drive consumers to see their doctors,”
said Barrette. “The challenge for unbranded
ad campaigns is that they benefit the market
leader disproportionately. So this is not an
advertising and marketing strategy that is
easy for the industry to support from a
financial and business perspective.”
David Hoo, PM Roundtable member and
Marketing Director at ACNielsen, noted that,
for some therapeutic categories, diseaseawareness ads may be a win-win rather than
a win-lose proposition. “In many large
therapeutic categories,” said Hoo, “the
market leader does stand to gain the most
from disease awareness advertising, but
others should benefit proportional to their
market share. The key thing for all DTC
marketers to keep in mind is this should
expand the market and each drug’s new
sales should be incremental sales with
disproportionably higher incremental profits.”
Hoo suggested that disease awareness ads
generate an acceptable ROI despite having
lower response rates than branded DTC
ads. “Plus,” Hoo adds, “there is the PR
benefit of doing disease awareness ads that
are good and right for patients.”

According to Kelly, “general disease-awareness
and help-seeking ads do not drive patients to the
doctor to anywhere near the degree that
information about a solution or a potential solution
will.” This finding is “not well understood,”
according to Kelly.

Communicating Risk: The Bee’s Wings
A study entitled “Comprehension of Benefits
versus Risk: Is There Fair
Balance in DTC” presented
by Ruth Day of Duke
University, dis-covered that
the bee in the Nasonex TV
com-mercial beat its wings
furiously when risk information was being presented
but was still when benefit information was
presented. Day claimed that the beating wings
divert viewers’ attention from the risk information.

“What we have found,” Kelly said, “is that if you
express just that you should be aware that there is
a medical condition or a disease that you should
worry about, it doesn’t generate as much action as
if you then say there might be potential solutions
that you should consult with your provider about.
So it is the other connection that is important for
motivating action.”

How devious and clever DTC advertisers must be
to employ such nefarious devices to subvert the
fair balance guidelines of the FDA! Not many
experts actually give marketers that much credit for
manipulating the elements of ads, although Hoo
conceded that “there is a lot of care and attention
to these things, like the blueness and clarity of the
Claritin sky visuals.”

It may be possible to design motivational diseaseawareness ads that are as effective as branded
ads in driving patients to seek help. After all, this is
how pharmaceutical companies advertise in
markets throughout the rest of the world. “It’s no

Sweeney rebuffed the notion that prescription drug
marketers generally are using what he calls the
“mechanics of comprehension.” Studies presented
during the first panel at the FDA hearing “delve into
a level of ivory-tower communications research

Even
though
Pfizer—and
other
pharma
companies—may be spending more of their media
budget in the future on disease-awareness ads, it
does not believe that these ads are as effective as
branded DTC in driving consumers to seek help.
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that as a practical matter I think very few people in
the industry have been doing,” said Sweeney.
Notwithstanding the credibility of Day’s studies on
bee’s wings, her main point was this: in TV and
print DTC ads, “risk information is physically
present but functionally absent.” There’s a sound
bite for you!

Risk Communication Ratings
Good/Excellent

Poor/Very Poor

50%

40%

30%

20%

• Celebrity ads are not seen to be providing more
important messages or being more informative
and believable (see Figue below);
• Celebrity ads may or may not motivate doctor
consultation: various factors including health
condition seem to influence celebrity
effectiveness;
• While a celebrity endorsed brand may be seen
as unique and sometimes improving quality of
life, its efficacy and performance is not expected
to be different from that in a noncelebrity ad.
Radical Ideas
Alex Sugarman-Brozan, representing a group
called Prescription Access Litigation, was one of
the most strident DTC critic to testify. His group
represents consumers in class action lawsuits
against pharmaceutical companies and claims to
target deceptive marketing. He was against any
DTC advertising that did not include the complete
product labeling. This includes TV ads, which the
FDA says are OK without the full labelling as long
as "adequate provision" was made for consumers
to access the labeling in other media—i.e., print
and the Internet. In other words, Sugarman-Brozan
is against the adequate provision regulation that
allows DTC on TV and radio.
Pre-Approval of DTCA by FDA
Sugarman-Brozan also made several realistic
suggestions that should be taken seriously, one of
which involves mandatory pre-approval of DTC
promotions by FDA. Under current FDA rules,
submitting ads in advance is voluntary. Pre-

10%

0%
TV

Print

Radio

Internet

Media
Use of Celebrities
Abby Mehta of Gallup and Robinson presented
data from a Pfizer-funded study of Celebrities in
DTC Advertising. This study found that although
ads featuring celebrities were more effective at
“breaking through the clutter” and were more
“likeable” by consumers, the ads generally were
not more informative or believable and may or may
not motivate consumers to seek treatment (it
depends on the condition).
Results of this study show that:
• On average, celebrity DTC ads are more likely
than noncelebrity ads to gain attention and break
through clutter;
• Celebrities in ads, and the celebrity ad itself are
rated more favorably than noncelebrities and the
noncelebrity ads, but

Pharma Marketing News

FDA Regulation of DTC Survey Results:
Non-Branded Ads
When asked if the pharma industry as a whole
should adopt Pfizer’s policy regarding allocation
of resources to non-branded ads and make it a
permanent policy, 54% of survey respondents
said “yes” whereas 36% said “no.”
“I do not see that it is the obligation of the
pharma industry to take on this educational
task,” said one respondent. “It is the job of the
health care authorities.”
“Disease-awareness ads and adherence-torecommendation ads are crucial for patients in
this era when physician-patient communication
is faltering while new medications increasingly
appear in the marketplace,” said another
respondent.
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approval has been recommended by PhRMA in its
voluntary guidelines and several pharma
companies pledged to submit all their TV DTC ads
to FDA before running them.
AstraZeneca stunned attendees at the FDA
hearings—at least those in the know—with an
announcement that it submitted written testimony
proposing
“a
mandatory
requirement
for
pharmaceutical companies to submit all direct-toconsumer (DTC) advertising to the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration’s (FDA) Division of Drug
Marketing and Communication (DDMAC) for
review prior to its use.
“The PhRMA guidelines are a solid first step, but
the proposals we’re making today make clear that
AstraZeneca views the PhRMA principles as a
floor, not a ceiling,” said Tony Zook, Senior Vice
President, Commercial Operations, and President
and CEO designate, AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
LP. “If our collective goal is to ensure that
accurate
and
responsible
information
is
communicated to patients and health care
providers, then manufacturers, patients, physicians
and policymakers ought to welcome such a review
process.”
AstraZeneca’s proposal includes several tradeoffs
and loopholes. For example, any pre-approved ad
would be exempt from a subsequent finding by the
FDA that the advertisement is misleading or
inaccurate. Also, AstraZeneca would support
legislation that would require a mandatory review
of DTC advertisements by the FDA, but only where
DDMAC has the necessary resources to conduct
its review within a specific timeframe. This Catch22 was noted by the November 10 Pharma
Marketing
Roundtable
participants
who
unanimously agreed that the announcement was a
red herring—AstraZeneca knows full-well that the
FDA doesn’t have the resources to pre-approve all
DTC ads, including print as well as TV ads.
At the hearing, Sugarman-Brozan observed that
the FDA has 40 staff members to view all drug
promotions, including DTC and promotions to
health care professionals. He claimed there were
53,000 such promotions in 2004. That means each
FDA reviewer would need to review 5.5 promotions
per day. Even if this were possible, the FDA would
be hard-pressed to review all DTC promotions
before airing in a timely fashion. To do so would
require additional staff and funding, which are not
likely to be available.
Risky Proposition
“AstraZeneca put forth a pretty risky proposition,”
said Sweeney. “If the agency says it doesn’t have
the resources, then you’ll have Congressman
Pharma Marketing News

FDA Regulation of DTC Survey
Results:
Use of Celebrities
When asked if the use of celebrity
endorsements or actors playing doctors in
DTC ads mislead consumers about the
risk-benefit tradeoffs of prescription
drugs, 54% of respondents said “yes” and
31% said “no.”
“We need to detach the two tactics,” said
one respondent, “actors playing doctors is
just dead wrong. Actors who may suffer
from a condition, like Delta Burke form
depression, is fine. We live in a society
where some need to relate to others
before they can accept something
emotionally. Actors who suffer should be
used.”
Other comments:
“Key word in the question is ‘mislead.’
Mass marketers, social marketers and the
government itself, all use celebrities to
attract attention to their messages and
causes. There is nothing ‘misleading’
about that. Communication of information
concerning risk-benefit tradeoffs of
prescription drugs is a separate issue. If
the message is an appropriate one (the
key issue), the use of celebrities only
enhances the likelihood that it will be
heard through the clutter.”
“Celebrity endorsements or actors playing
doctors is a form of fake advertising that
should be banned.”
“You first have to have the trust and
confidence of the patient in the drug. A
celebrity's cannot create trust, even if a
consumer/patient may like them.”
“Here, the risk-benefit trade off should be
considered: How much risk the consumer
takes by consuming the advertised drugs
(based on the celebrity endorsement) and
the benefit the company gets on account
of boost in sales. This is very crucial in
that consuming a particular brand of soap
because it is endorsed by your favorite
star is definitely less risky than doing the
same with a prescription drug (without
considering indications, side effects etc.)”
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Henry Waxman jumping up and down on the Hill
promising to get additional resources for the FDA.
You just don’t know what will happen.” Sweeney
noted that there is a specific prohibition in the Food
and Drug Act against pre-approval of advertising
and a mandatory rule probably is unconstitutional.
“A better idea,” said Sweeney, “would be to create
a pharmaceutical version of the National
Advertising Review Board that already exists for
the rest of the advertising industry to resolve
disputes about advertising claims.”
Another presenter at the FDA hearing suggested
that a new type of “user fee” be imposed on the
industry to cover this extra expense. In other
words, these critics would set up a DTC promotion
approval regime similar to the drug approval
process. The drug industry would like that as much
as the drug approval process. Think DELAY—a
major sore point with the industry. According to
FDLI SmartBrief, “Pharmaceutical firms now need
an average 8.5 years to move a new product
through clinical and approval phases, according to
a study by the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug
Development.”

Zuckerman, however, had a solution: the only way
to guarantee fair balance is to do away with
images in ads.
Conclusion
Confronted by all these pros and cons and the
necessity for more studies, the FDA is not likely to
make any sweeping changes to DTC any time
soon. “The main thrust of FDA questions was how
the regulations could be tweaked one way or
another,” said Kamp.
Sweeney summed up the current public opinion
about DTC with comments made by a speaker at a
recent conference: “The real problem is that TV
DTC ads have become the face of the industry to
the American public, and the poster child for TV
commercials is Viagra, which the public sees as
inappropriate for family viewing. Self restraint on a
couple of fronts would help.”
Pharma Marketing News

Nevertheless, Sugarman-Brozan recommended
that FDA review all DTCA, including broadcast,
print and online ads. He also recommended the
following:
FDA should seek power to impose civil
monetary penalties. He criticized the current
method of issuing warning letters and likened it to
British Bobbies shouting out "Stop! Or I'll shout
stop again" as they pursue bad guys with no threat
of force. The audience had a good laugh at that
one.
End FDA Chief Counsel review of all
enforcement letters. Although SB doesn't think
FDA warning letters are effective, he nevertheless
suggested that these letters not be impeded by
FDA's chief counsel review. This issue was
discussed in a post to Pharma Marketing Blog (see
"WLF Watches FDA Watching Drug Ads").
Power of Images
Diana Zuckerman of the National Research Center
for Women & Families suggested that the power of
DTC is in the images, not the words. Images, most
often used in DTC to illustrate benefits, are so
powerful, she contended, that they defeat any
attempt at fair balance. This left the FDA
wondering how it would regulate images to achieve
fair balance—how could they measure the effect of
images? “How in the world are we supposed to do
that?,” was the FDA attitude that Cavallini said was
the undertome of the meeting.
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Marketing in the
Post-Vioxx Era
By John Mack

The “new” approach shows a split screen with a
real doctor on one side and a woman actor-patient
on the other. While the patient seems enthusiastic
(“I’m in!” she says), the physician counters with a
“Let's talk” response and goes on to talk about
risks.

PMN Reprint #45-03

A

t a recent Pharmaceutical Executive (PE)
Annual Marketing Summit in Philadelphia,
a panel of experts moderated by Patrick
Clinton, Editor-in-Chief of PE Magazine,
discussed pharmaceutical marketing in the “postVioxx” Era. The panel, titled “The Post-Vioxx Era:
Shedding New Light on Drug Safety, Risk
Communications, and Advertising,” examined
shortcomings in the current regulatory system and
discussed opportunities for improvement. Topics
included:
• What can the industry learn from the experience
and how can we respond?
• Does DTC advertising drive unnecessary drug
use? If so, what are the implications for DTC
advertising?
• How can we accommodate products with
complex safety profiles?
• Can we inoculate products against this type of
response?
• Is the problem drug safety, risk communications,
doctor/patient education, the effects of
advertising—or all of these?
Panel member Tom Albright, VP, Botox Global
Marketing at Allergan, shared his vision of the
future by looking at the promotional and strategic
sides of pharmaceutical marketing. Albright defined
a new vision of accelerated adoption of a drug
within appropriately targeted populations. These
markets would be smaller, but less risky than the
typical market for which blockbusters aim their
promotions.
Promotions to a smaller, targeted market can focus
on open communication of better defined benefits
to that specific population balanced by the risks.
“Many times,” said Albright, “benefits are
emphasized and risks are just carried along rather
than being openly discussed.”
DTC Straight Talk
An example of a drug ad that uses a frank, open
discussion about risk is the new ad for Ortho’s Evra
birth-control patch. As reported in the March 22,
2005 issue of the Wall Street Journal, the “new
approach to TV and print campaigns … deals headon with safety, putting drug risks on more-equal
footing with drug benefits.”
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FIGURE: The Ortho Evra ad depicts a dialog on
risk between the physician (left) and patient (right)
“The future of DTC advertising depends on its
ability to inform, and the balance between
persuasion and information is likely to shift towards
information,” said Richard Pounder, chief executive
and president of Alchemy, a unit of Interpublic
Group of Cos., which produced the Evra campaign.
He wouldn't divulge details of focus-group tests for
the new J&J ads, but said they were well-received
and not off-putting, despite the frank talk about
dangers.
Strategic Marketing Goals
Strategic marketing should be engaged early in the
development cycle suggested Albright. Marketers
need to better understand the needs and burdens
of future patient populations, and early on, how the
target profile of their product provides benefits to
these patients. Through early integration with
clinical development teams, clinical trial protocols
would be designed to effectively demonstrate those
benefits.
In order to advance this idea internally,
pharmaceutical executives should not promote
“blockbuster” status for a drug if sufficient unmet
need can not be demonstrated. Whether or not
such a realistic view of a product can be maintained
in the current competitive atmosphere is
questionable given the pressure on pharma
executives from Wall Street.
Quality of Revenue
Some experts argue that targeting a more
appropriate market through evidence-based
marketing leads to less income, but the income is
of higher “quality.” In this context, evidence-based
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marketing is marketing that bases its discussion of
benefits and risks upon clinical evidence gleaned
from trials or post-launch outcomes data and
specifically targets a population having the highest
benefit-to-risk ratio.
Quality revenue is a well-understood concept in the
insurance industry, which typically carves out risky
populations and denies them coverage.
The insurance industry analogy illustrates an
important drawback of using evidence-based
marketing techniques and settling for quality
revenue in the pharmaceutical industry; namely, no
one wants to be denied medical treatment even if
the evidence suggests that the risks outweigh the
benefits. The pharma industry should not make this
decision, only the doctor and his or her own patient.
Another panel member, Russell Ellison, MD,
Former Chief Medical Officer, Sanofi-Aventis,
suggested that investors need to be educated as
well as industry executives. “It’s better for the
industry in the long run,” said Ellison. “Quality
revenue will offer long term benefits and
sustainable profitability,” according to another
expert responding to a recent PMN survey.
Arguing that one type of sales dollar is of higher
quality than another, however, may be a hard sell
to short-term thinkers prevalent on Wall Street.
“There is no such thing as quality revenue,” said a
PMN survey respondent. “Profit is profit and you
get it by generating revenue or managing expenses
better.”
Over Estimating the Market: What Our Survey
Revealed
Seventy-five percent (75%) of respondents to our
Evidence-based Marketing and Quality Revenue
Survey believe that pharmaceutical marketers often
overestimate the size of the potential market for
drugs (e.g., by overestimating the number of people
with the indication or by redefining the indication so
that more people are likely to be included).
The urge to get a large market share quickly is
difficult for marketing managers to resist. As one
respondent said: “This is probably done for the
same reason that other industries overestimate the
potential market for products—to get a bigger share
of corporate resources internally or to impress
analysts externally and increase stock values.”
Some other comments included:
“Often this is for internal consumption. That is, New
Products Planners are competing with other
internal compounds. To make their compound look
[more] valuable and get more corporate resources,
they often try to over estimate the market potential.”
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“They may not have accurate numbers, but if they
overestimate they have to live with those
consequences through an unrealistic forecast. It is
too risky to overstate estimates today.”
“Drug marketing shouldn’t be like selling a car.
Every action Product Managers take not to
generate false expectations from patients should be
worn like a [badge] of honor…”
“I believe that the size of any market is inversely
proportional to the scale of therapeutic
improvement over previous treatments. So an
orphan drug has, by definition, a far greater market
potential than another new antihypertensive that
improves BP control by nanometers of Hg. The
disturbing thing is that the industry appears
obsessed with the low hanging fruit of major
diseases
(like
hypertension,
diabetes,
hyperlipidemia) and assumes blockbuster potential
for any new development in these areas, which are
largely well treated.”
Targeting a smaller audience may be appropriate
for drugs with high risks, but respondents were
divided on the issue of marketing strategy for a
drug with a moderate side effect profile. About half
of respondents felt that for this type of drug,
marketing should focus on the widest possible
population, regardless of the benefit/risk ratio as
long as more risk awareness is included.
Some comments included:
“As long as risk awareness is provided to the
population through effective source and with proper
explanation, products with moderate side effects
such as statins, which can do more good than
harm, should focus on the widest possible
population.”
“Healthcare is a personal decision and as long as
every possible effort is made to be brutally honest,
then I think the patient should have the ultimate
choice.”
“Physicians should be made aware of the potential
benefits—as well as risks—for the widest possible
patient population. They have, or should have, the
capability to make risk/benefit decisions. As for the
population at large, people should be aware of
drugs that can help them but also should know the
downside risks.”
The Role of the Physician
Panel member Keli R. Bennett, Consumer
Marketing Director, Immunology Franchise, Abbott,
asked “Where is the responsibility of the physician?
Why are we putting all this burden on direct-toconsumer advertising (DTC)?” DTC may be
wrongly accused as a driver of inappropriate use
and overuse of drugs, claimed Bennett. “While DTC
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must provide balanced information regarding risks
and benefits,” said Bennett, “consumers cannot
make treatment decisions without the support of a
learned intermediary.”

intermediary.” Ellison, however, suggested that the
industry cannot assume that the appropriate riskbenefit discussion between a physician and patient
takes place when the Rx is written.

Some recent research reported in the literature, for
example, claims to have proved that “marketing of
prescription medications for depression may exert
significant influence on treatment decisions.” This
may be so, but the research was misinterpreted in
the press as proving that “Doctors are easily
persuaded to prescribe antidepressants — often
unnecessarily — when patients mention having
seen them in television advertisements.”

Perhaps choosing the right doctors to market to is
as important as choosing the right patients,
suggested Clinton. Marketers should target
physicians who know how to properly prescribe the
drug. No one was sure how this could be done
other than to market exclusively according to the
labeled indications—i.e., do not market to drugs
without a pediatric indication to pediatricians.

The study, which was published in JAMA,
employed actor patients who visited physicians in 2
states, presented themselves with some medical
complaints and asked (or did not ask as the case
may be) for a specific drug by name. The problem
is that in many cases, contrary to accepted medical
practice guidelines, physicians prescribed an
antidepressant inappropriately.
Dr. Richard L. Kravitz, lead investigator on the
study said “Prescribing antidepressants for
adjustment disorder, as presented in the study, is at
the margin of clinical appropriateness.”
For more on this, please read the Pharma
Marketing Blog article “Blame the Doc, Not DTC!”
Patrick Clinton, the panel moderator, pointed out
that the industry “cannot say it’s not responsible for
physicians’ behavior. You can’t have 80,000 to
100,000 representatives out there and say this.’
This was a subject at a recent hearing of the House
Government Reform Committee analysis of
confidential Merck documents revealed how Merck
trained its sales staff to mislead doctors in an
aggressive campaign to boost prescriptions for its
painkiller Vioxx despite evidence that the drug
increased heart attack risks.
“And when doctors asked about those risks,”
according to an AP story, “the Merck sales reps
were to refer to a ‘cardiovascular card’ with data
suggesting that Vioxx could be safer than other
anti-inflammatory drugs. Yet the card…doesn't
include the very study that raised the first warning
signal that Vioxx could harm.” A Merck memo to
sales reps described the card as “an obstacle
handling piece.”

Evidence-Based Marketing and Compliance
However, it is possible to increase the “lifetime
value of a drug even when marketing is based on
evidence.
Currently, pharma brands spend 80% of the sales
and marketing budget on acquisition of new
patients and only 20% on retention of current
patients. Much more effort should go into retaining
patients and ensuring that they adhere to the
treatment regime prescribed by the doctor.
Evidence suggests that outcomes would be vastly
improved with greater patient compliance. This is a
great opportunity for evidence-based marketers to
make a difference.
Bennett pointed out that by focusing on the “lifetime value” of patients and increasing persistence,
pharma companies can achieve more predictable
revenue over time.
The Next Vioxx is Inevitable
Ellison pointed out that there is “nothing new here.”
He recalled the situation when Redux—an obesity
drug—was withdrawn from the market several
years ago. There were similar calls for FDA reform.
By continuing to focus on the short-term capture of
total market share, most emphasis is put on
revenue from new prescriptions. Marketers are
pressured to dig ever deeper into a pool of patients
for whom the product is inappropriate, which
increases the risk in the long term that the product
will become the next Vioxx.
Pharma Marketing News

Between You and Your Doctor
In almost every DTC ad you hear or see the phrase
“See your doctor” or “Only your doctor can
determine if X is right for you” or “That’s between
you and your doctor.” On the face of it, this sounds
like the pharma industry is taking a neutral stand
and defers to the doctor as the “learned
Pharma Marketing News
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Straight-Talking
DTC
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #44-05

A

s reported recently in a Wall Street Journal
article (“In Switch, J&J Gives Straight Talk”),
“Johnson & Johnson is unveiling a new
approach to TV and print campaigns that deals
head-on with safety, putting drug risks on moreequal footing with drug benefits.”
The “new” approach shows a split screen with a
doctor on one side and a woman patient on the
other. While the patient seems enthusiastic (“I'm
in!”), the physician counters with a "Let's talk"
response and goes on to talk about risks. The
product is the Ortho Evra birth-control patch and
the ad is supposed to air for the first time later this
month.
“The future of DTC advertising depends on its
ability to inform, and the balance between
persuasion and information is likely to shift towards
information,” said Mr. Pounder [chief executive and
president of Alchemy, a unit of Interpublic Group of
Cos., which produced the Evra campaign]. He
wouldn’t divulge details of focus-group tests for the
new J&J ads, but said they were well-received and
not off-putting, despite the frank talk about
dangers.
Johnson & Johnson Chief Executive William
Weldon said in an address to PhRMA: “I believe
we should start by recognizing that the framework
we call ‘DTC advertising’ may inadvertently
minimize the importance and power of medicines
and their risks. Our communication with patients
should really be thought of as Direct to Consumer
Education. If our industry is to retain the important
right to talk directly to consumers,” said Weldon,
“each of our companies in its own way must work
to make DTC what it very definitely can be—a way
to educate and counsel consumers in improving
their health.”
The Pharma Marketing News “DTC Straight-Talk
Survey,” which ran from March 23, 2005 through
April 21, 2005, asked the following questions:
1. Do you believe that most current DTC ads
have the right balance of education and
promotion? (Think of TV ads for ED
treatments, allergy, cancer, diabetes, pain,
etc.)
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2. Do you think all direct-to-consumer ads
should use the J&J Evra birth-control patch
ad approach (i.e., a frank discussion of risks
using a real physician or physician actor)?
3. What impact, if any, will a move to adding
more risk information to DTC ads (especially
TV ads) have on your business?
Balance between Promotion and Education
The overwhelming majority of respondents (84%)
did not believe that DTC ads currently have the
right balance of promotion and education (see
Chart, below). Slightly more pharmaceutical people
than ad/marketing agency people felt that way
(88% vs. 85%, respectively).
While the question did not specify what was meant
by education, in the context of the discussion it
should have been inferred to mean education
about side effects and risks, Nevertheless, it
appears that not everyone who said “No” would
agree that more education about side effects is
Do you believe that most current DTC
ads have the right balance of education
and promotion?

No
84%

No
Opinion
6%
Yes
10%

necessary. One “No” respondent, for example,
stated that DTC ads included “too much side
effects boilerplate that consumers can't digest.” At
least one other pharma respondent concurred:
“They [contain] too little information and too much
persuasion and [are] potentially confusing to
patients.”
If the consumer can’t digest this information,
perhaps the doctor can help. This was the
suggestion of another respondent who suggested
leaving the education up to the doctor: “The
promotion should talk about the product and what
it can do for the consumer. The education is up to
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Do You Think All DTC Ads Should
Use the J&J Approach?
40%
39%

30%
29%

23%

20%

10%

voiceover/text/graphics/footage appropriately presented.”
Impact on Business
Clearly, any major changes in the requirements for
DTC advertising, whether imposed by government
regulations or by the industry itself, will have an
impact on pharma companies and their agencies.
On the one hand, presenting drugs in a less-thanfavorable light in commercials could have a
negative impact on new prescriptions written. Ad
agencies, on the other hand, may see an increase
in demand for their services to help pharma
companies create new types of ads with the right
balance of promotion and education. On the third
hand, there may be no impact at all.

10%

Impact of Adding M ore Risk
Information to DT C Ads
0%
Yes

No

Perhaps

No Opinion

the doctor or allowing for the request of additional
information where you can further define the other
important information.” Another respondent was
doubtful of the physician’s ability to do the job:
“Physicians have enough to deal with today
without spending their time and energy trying to
explain and convince patients that brand A is really
as good, has been around longer than, and is
actually cheaper and safer than the 'new' product
they think they must have.”
Is the J&J Approach Right for All DTC?
Thirty-nine percent (39%) of all respondents (50%
of pharma respondents and 46% of ad/marketing
agency respondents) thought that all DTC ads
should use the J&J Evra birth-control patch ad
approach.
Opinions were widely divergent as the following
comments demonstrate:.
“The reality is that DTC advertising works—it
provides a good return on the investment, and
there is really no up-side to changing the way
they're being created and shown.”
“It is what SHOULD happen. It might encourage
physicians to spend more time with patients
discussing their options and the good and the bad
[aspects] of each [option].”
“It's certainly a good way, I can't believe it’s the
only way.”

50%
45%
40%

30%

20%
19%

16%
10%

0%
Positive

Negative

None

Don't Know

A significant percentage (45%) of respondents
thought that increasing risk information in DTC
advertising would have a somewhat positive or
highly positive impact on their business. This
compares to 19% who felt the impact would be
somewhat or highly negative (see CHART). Twothirds of pharma respondents had a positive view,
whereas only 46% of ad/marketing agency
respondents felt that way.
Whether or not the J&J approach is the right
approach, it appears that the industry is a fork in
the DTC road. As Yogi Berra once said, when you
come to a fork in the road, take it!

“Discussion of risks/appropriateness, yes. Not
necessary to have actual physician figure if
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PhRMA Finalizes
DTC Principles
Analysis
By John Mack
Phrama Marketing Blog Post

T

he US pharmaceutical trade association,
PhRMA, finalized its "Guiding Principles" for
TV and print direct-to-consumer (DTC)
advertising in August, 2005.
Although PhRMA didn’t release the names of
signatory companies, the Wall Street Journal
reported that "Twenty-three companies—including
Eli Lilly & Co., Merck & Co., Schering-Plough
Corp., Pfizer Inc. and GlaxoSmithKline PLC—have
said they would adhere to the principles."
PhRMA had been working on these "guidelines" for
some time and knowledgeable people doubted that
the task would be completed so swiftly. Member
companies had a lot of different opinions about
what guidelines should be imposed.
This all changed in early July, 2006, when Sen.
Frist called 2-year moratorium on DTC advertising
(see "To Ban or Not to Ban DTC," page 7). That
really put a fire under PhRMA hotter than any
Democrat could. As Billy Tauzin, head of PhRMA,
stated in a WSJ video interview: "Senator Frist was
right. And I want to thank him for adding a lot of
momentum to the effort to begin changing the
[drug] ads in America."
I don't think I've ever heard a PhRMA
representative admit a senator was "right"
especially when that senator says things like "They
[DTC ads] create an artificial demand. And they
drive up our nation's overall health care costs.
They needlessly and wastefully rive up your health
costs." PhRMA has steadfastly argued that there is
no evidence that DTC ads drive up health care
costs.
Anyway, in a nutshell (OK, coconut shell), here's
my major gripes with the PhRMA guidelines (in no
particular order of importance).
Guidelines Have No Teeth
The principles are only "guidelines" and not stated
as rules that companies will strictly abide by
voluntarily. There's lots of leeway allowed for
individual companies to interpret the guidelines as
they see fit. Competition will certainly mean that
companies will "push the envelope" and come up
with creative ways to "adhere" to the guidelines.
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The guidelines do include an interesting selfregulatory
mechanism—an
"office
of
accountability" (OOA) that PhRMA will establish.
The general public and health care professionals
can submit comments about DTC to this office and
PhRMA will pass them along to member
companies and to the FDA as well as issue
"periodic reports" to the public regarding the
comments and company responses.
It doesn't appear, however, that the comments
themselves will be made available to the public.
We might need a "PhRMA Freedom of Information
Act" to get that (LOL). You can find more
information regarding the first PhRMA OOA report
on Pharma Marketing Blog (see “PhRMA's OOA
Issues First Report”).
Limited to TV and Print
The guidelines only apply to TV and print
advertising and not to Internet advertising. Perhaps
the industry puts the Internet into a different bucket
that it considers "non-advertising."
Online marketing experts have already seized
upon this and hope that restrictions on TV and
print will mean more work for them. This remains to
be seen.
DTC Moratorium Sidestepped
The principles sidestep the issue of a DTC
moratorium and do not guarantee that physicians
and public health officials will get real world
experience with a drug BEFORE DTC ads appear.
Principle 6 merely states "companies should spend
an appropriate amount of time to educate health
professionals about a new medicine or a new
therapeutic indication before commencing the first
DTC advertising campaign."
This is well and good, but it does not implement
anything new. Typically—and I speak from
personal experience—pharmaceutical companies
do a lot of physician "education" BEFORE a drug is
launched. This education can begin 2 years prior
to launch. During the prelaunch phase pharma
companyny can only refer to the drug by its
scientific name (e.g., sildenafil citrate) rather than
the trade name (e.g., Viagra).
Consequently,
Principle
6
will
allow
a
pharmaceutical company to "educate health
professionals" well in advance of the launch of a
product and then begin DTC advertising as soon
as the product is launched (when DTC advertising
becomes legal).
The whole idea of a DTC moratorium is to limit
DTC AFTER launch. That way physicians—
educated or not—and public health agencies and
FDA can get some real world experience with the
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drug. Prior to launch, a drug may have only been
tested on a few hundred or a couple of thousand
CAREFULLY CHOSEN volunteers. Only after
launch, when the drug is prescribed to the general
population, will the drug be used by individuals
who might be prone to side effects not evident in
clinical trials or not frequent enough to be picked
up in clinical trials.
Tauzin, on the other hand, claims that "everything
that can be known about the drug is presented to
the FDA ... good, bad, and ugly" and that that
clinical trials reveal this information. This is patently
false as the Vioxx case demonstrated.
Tauzin, however, claims that in only 3% of the
cases do you learn "more about the drug" after it
gets released to the general public. He clarified this
by saying "only 3% of drugs approved by the FDA
end up having a problem where we learn
something new about them" requiring changing the
ad campaign or pulling the drug form the market.
Frist, Get Your Gun
I wonder if Frist will stick to his guns and continue
to demand a moratorium such as he proposed.
The WSJ reported that "While Sen. Frist said he
"welcomed" the industry's effort to revamp its
advertising practices, he urged individual
companies to consider the two-year moratorium."
He has also said that "If these voluntary
restrictions [including his moratorium idea] don'’t
do the job, I believe Congress should act." We'll
see.

IMHO, Principle 8 has a loophole big enough to
drive a Mack truck through!
Treatment Options
Principle 1 says that a benefit of DTC advertising is
that it "[educates] patients about treatment options"
and Principle 9 states: "DTC television and print
advertising should include information about the
availability of other options such as diet and
lifestyle changes where appropriate for the
advertised condition." Of course, the only
treatment option presented in a DTC ad is the
advertised drug, never OTC products or
competitors' products.
Risk Information
Principle 11 addresses the issue of communicating
risk in TV DTC ads: "Specifically, risks and safety
information in DTC television advertising should be
presented in clear, understandable language,
without distraction from the content, and in a
manner that supports the responsible dialogue
between patients and health care professionals."
Tauzin has said "You will see a change in the
[current] ads." Instead of "mumbling" side effects at
the end of ads, says Tauzin, "the [side] effects are
going to be talked about in the ad." Hopefully, the
type of ad pioneered recently by J&J will act as a
model (see "Straight-Talking DTC, page 22").
Pharma Marketing News

Tauzin, BTW, doesn't want to say that Congress
shouldn't act, but he repeatedly said "We're in a
free speech area" during his WSJ video interview.
This, as I pointed out before, is how PhRMA and
its allies will hamstring the FDA (see, for example,
"WLF Watches FDA Watching Drug Ads").
Submit DTC Ads to FDA
Principle 8 states: "Companies should submit all
new DTC television advertisements to the FDA
before releasing these advertisements for
broadcast."
First, I note that this principle applies only to TV
ads, not print or Internet ads.
Secondly, it does NOT state that the companies
should wait for FDA approval before running the ad
and it does not specify any set amount of time to
give the FDA for review prior to running the ad -the Q&A does suggest that companies give the
FDA "a reasonable time in advance of first use to
give FDA the opportunity to comment, consistent
with its priorities and resources."
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Communicating
Risk

Let the Dialog Begin
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #54-01

O

n March 30, 2006, John Kamp, Executive
Director of the Coalition for Healthcare
Communication
(CHC)
and
frequent
Pharma Marketing Roundtable participant, was
kind enough to send me a copy of a Citizen
Petition his organization was to file with the FDA at
9 AM on the following day (March 31, 2006). This
was the first time I heard of this petition and when I
opened the pdf file and read it, I immediately took
away the message that the CHC—comprised of
major advertising, marketing and PR organizations,
including the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, the Association of National Advertisers,
and the Public Relations Society of America—was
proposing the elimination of specific risk
information in direct-to-consumer (DTC) TV, print,
and Internet ads. The next day (7:35 AM, March
31, 2006) I published my reaction entitled “DTC
Without Risk” in the Pharma Marketing Blog (see
excerpts below; read the full text).
At the same time, I sought opinions from readers
and visitors to Pharma Marketing Network by
launching an online survey that asked two simple
questions: (1) In your opinion does this proposal
have merit? and (2) How likely is it that the FDA
will adopt the recommended amendment to its
DTC regulations? The results to date from this
survey are presented in this article.
Surprisingly, there wasn’t any response from my
friends at the CHC, a couple of whom, it turns out,
were out of the country. Therefore, I reached out to
Harry Sweeney, CHC’s Executive Committee
Chair, Pharma Marketing Roundtable member, and
Pharma Marketing News Advisory Board member,
and suggested to him that a PM Roundtable
conference call would be a good forum for CHC to
clarify its proposal. He agreed. This article
presents a lightly edited transcript of that call plus
excerpts from news stories about the CHC petition,
results of the survey and a collection of comments
from survey respondents and bloggers.
Pharma Marketing Roundtable Discussion
The participants in the April 13, 2006 Pharma
Marketing Roundtable conference call were (see
“Pharma Marketing Roundtable Member List”):

• Jack Angel, representing CHC
• Jack Barrette, Yahoo!
• Neil Gray, Healthcare Trends & Strategies
• John Mack, Pharma Marketing News
• Harry Sweeney, representing CHC
John Mack: As you know, the Coalition’s recent
Citizen’s Petition to the FDA seeks new
prescription drug advertising rules and specifically
calls for simplifying the communication of risk
information in broadcast, print, and Internet DTC
ads. My initial interpretation of the petition after a
careful reading was that the CHC proposed the
elimination of specific risk information in DTC ads
and I wrote a critical blog based on that
interpretation. Excerpts from this posting are
reproduced here.
“DTC without the Risk”
(Posted to Pharma Marketing Blog, March 31,
2006. See http://www.pharmamkting.com/blog/blogpost149.htm.)
The Coalition for Healthcare Communication
(CHC)… proposal calls for the elimination of
specific risk information in print and broadcast
DTC (direct to consumer) advertising. You know,
things like erections lasting 4 hours or longer and
sleep binge eating; great material for comedians
but a royal pain in the ass for advertisers.
Instead of eliminating DTC or grappling with how to
communicate risk, the CHC simply wishes to do
away completely with the necessity to
communicate risk in DTC -- including print and
Internet DTC! And they call themselves
communicators!
CHC's argument goes something like this:
1. Consumers are too dumb to weigh all the risks
vs. benefits [CHC doesn't use that derogatory
term. Their petition uses the more PC phrase
"consumers with different educational and
economic backgrounds"]
2. Only prescribers -- "learned intermediaries" -can do this
3. DTC ads are effective at getting consumers to
visit their doctors and ask about treatment and
not effective as an educational tool
4. DTC ads, therefore, should not mention
specific risks, just say that there are risks and
direct consumers to discuss these risks with
their physicians.
QED.
Continued on next page…
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Here's what the CHC envisions the risk statement
in a DTC ad to look like:
"Like all drugs, [drug name] has both
benefits and risks. [Drug name] is only
available by prescription, and your doctor can
explain how [drug name] is likely to affect you.
Be sure to tell your doctor about all of your
medical conditions, and about any other
medications you are taking, because this
information could affect whether you should
take [drug name]. Remember, only your doctor
can decide if [drug name] is best for you."
According to the CHC, "the patient is the decisionmaker only with respect to whether a practitioner
should be approached." How atavistic can you
get?
Obviously, I could go on all day about this. I prefer,
however, to open this up to your comments…
John: It turns out that I was not alone in how I
interpreted the petition. The Associated Press, for
example, reported on April 1 – a day after my blog
post appeared – that the CHC “wants to strip most
of the warnings from prescription drug ads aimed
at consumers.” After doing a search on Google for
other stories and blogs related to this petition, and
after surveying readers of Pharma Marketing
News, I found that the general reaction has not
been very positive. Harry, I don’t know if you’ve
seen all this criticism, but maybe you can give us
your perspective.
Harry Sweeney: When I saw
your blog I was quite taken
aback;
the
very
first
highlighted statement says
the proposal calls for the
elimination of specific risk
information (“The proposal
calls for the elimination of
specific risk information in
print and broadcast DTC…”).
This is simply wrong! I was
really crestfallen at how that
came to pass, because the CHC for 10 to 12 years
has stood for more communication, more
information, not less. So how that got
misinterpreted was confounding to me.
There is nothing in the CHC press release (see
“Coalition for Healthcare Communication Seeks
New Prescription Drug Advertising Rules”) about
eliminating specific risk information; there is
certainly nothing in the submission to the FDA (see
the full text of the petition) that suggests that. What
it does suggest is that there has been a failure to
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recognize the differences in the amount of
information that can be communicated effectively
per medium, and also that the kind of information
that should be provided needs to be tailored,
depending on the audience. We have never
wavered
from
supporting
the
“learned
intermediary” doctrine, which recognizes that
prescription drugs have serious as well as not-soserious risks, but there is a balance of risks and
benefits and that’s why they require a licensed
professional to prescribe them.
John: But in support of its proposal, in a section of
the petition with the heading “Statutory Support for
the Proposed Revision,” the CHC points out that
the current FDA side effect disclosure
requirements “does not require comprehensive
side effect disclosure or even specific side effect
disclosure…” This leads me to believe that the
CHC is proposing, when all is said and done, that
specific risks need not be included.
The petition also suggests specific language to use
in DTC ads and this language does not suggest
that any specific side effects be mentioned. (The
petition offers this example of language in a
footnote: "Like all drugs, [drug name] has both
benefits and risks. [Drug name] is only available by
prescription, and your doctor can explain how [drug
name] is likely to affect you. Be sure to tell your
doctor about all of your medical conditions, and
about any other medications you are taking,
because this information could affect whether you
should take [drug name]. Remember, only your
doctor can decide if [drug name] is best for you.")
Harry: The language suggested is exemplary,
rather than mandatory. The Petition was purposely
silent about what specific risk information should
be provided for which drug, because that’s got to
be decided on a case by case basis. What’s the
objective here? The objective is to alert consumers
generally that prescription drugs are not trivial and
then to recognize that there are different levels of
risk. When we discussed this at the Coalition we
decided that the Petition was not the right place to
introduce it. We recognize the need to have a
tiered system of information for serious, moderate,
and mild side effects, which also was suggested in
response to our Petition by Bob Ehrlich, publisher
of DTC Perspectives.
The underlying problem is that the “body politic” is
busy drafting restrictive DTC legislation, largely
without the benefit of the information generated at
the three FDA hearings on DTC and risk
communications. One of our objectives was to
stimulate the kind of dialog we’re having here
today. No where do we suggest that information
should be quashed or eliminated.
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Jack Barrette: I’m reading
the April 1, 2006, AP story
(“Coalition
wants
most
warnings banished from
consumer drug ads”) – what
they picked up from the
press release. The story’s
opening line is “Saying ‘less
is more,’ a coalition of
advertising
and
public
relations groups wants to
strip most of the warnings from prescription drug
ads aimed at consumers.” Can you help us clarify
the line between “eliminate it all,” which is clearly
not exactly what you meant, and what you do
mean?
Harry: For years there’s been a back and forth,
yin-yang conversation going on about how to
straighten out the brief summary, which is neither
brief nor a summary. If you are a company lawyer,
you want to have the kitchen sink in there so that
the plaintiffs’ bar doesn’t come after you. If you are
on the communications side of the fence, you
throw your hands up and say: “This is having the
opposite effect of what we’re trying to accomplish.”
There’s plenty of anecdotal evidence (and maybe
a few actual studies) which suggest that patients
are reading this stuff and getting frightened, and
either ignoring their doctors’ instructions, or not
complying.
John: When I was reading the petition, I was
focused on where 70% of the DTC budget is spent;
ie, on TV ads where there is no brief summary.
Under the CHC proposal would you say that Viagra
or Cialis ads, for example, should still mention
specific side effects like the four hour erection?
Harry: I would say that, depending on the class of
drugs, there are some side effects that should be
mentioned, but it would be in a simple “such as”
statement. The objective here is to recognize that
consumers should not be making ultimate
decisions without consultation with professionals.
Almost every conceivable way of getting
information to consumers is available: package
inserts, 1-800 numbers, etc. The old adage
applies: “There are none so blind as those who will
not see and none so deaf as those who will not
hear.” Our objective is to assure that the kind of
communications that we are creating are not part
of the problem, but are part of the solution.
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Blog Comment: A Train Wreck
The CHC's argument is absurd on its face.
The logic behind it could equally be used
to argue that we should also eliminate the
FDA-approved label, except for
physicians. The army of pharmaceutical
salespeople gives the lie to the notion of a
dispassionate and independent learned
intermed-iary. With the debacles of the
past two years -- Vioxx, Celebrex, Paxil,
and on and on, how can anyone be
arguing for less disclosure to patients? If
this is the position of the industry, then
they are virtually inviting Congress to
legislate limits on DTCA. Given Congress'
recent inquiries into much at the FDA -the refusal to approve OTC Plan B, the
questions re: the VNS device approval -you'd think the industry would be trying to
mollify them (e.g. PhRMA DTC
"guidelines") rather than inflame them.
It's like watching a train wreck...
Posted to Pharma Marketing Blog by an
“interested observer”
Neil Gray: A couple of observations. First,
anything that promotes clear and good education
and communication between providers and
patients – there’s going to
be very few people who
think that is not a good
thing to do. I’m all for
clarity over obfuscation.
Being clear is always
helpful in the education
process.
The
second
point,
however, is the quality of
the relationship between
the provider and the patient. Perhaps we are
reaching the super-saturation point for DTC on
television. I’m in the business, but I can’t watch any
more consumer ads on TV. I simply have had my
fill.
The petition has some very good merits if you read
it from the vantage point of clarifying and
simplifying, although leaving the dialog to the
provider and the patient is not, on some level,
reflecting where the public is today with access to
information. When you’re thirsty, you want a drink
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of water but you don’t necessarily want to drink
from a fire hose.
The whole milieu has swung to potentially
minimalizing what the risks really are with certain
products. As an individual, I am kind of on the
fence on this issue. I can see both sides’
perspectives. Ultimately, we end up best when we
write and communicate in the language of the
listener and when we sell in the language of the
buyer. I am not sure drug companies effectively do
that with DTC.

in lawyers’ offices and the FDA. If we don’t
stimulate open discussion now, we could be too
late, later, to have any significant impact on what
legislative or regulatory proposals finally come
forward. We are trying to get some of these issues
out on the table now, to make sure that any
outcomes are not ill-considered or onerous.
John: Please refer to page 11 of the petition. The
proposal puts up a straw man to knock down by
implying that DTC ads are required now to fully
warn patients of all possible risks (“The Coalition
urges that the FDA expressly disavow any reliance
on DTC to fully warn patients of all possible risks
and side effects.”). Ads—especially TV ads and
even print ads—today certainly don’t fully warn
patients of all possible risks and side effects. So,
why should the FDA disavow that goal?

Jack Angel: Let’s look at the
context in which this proposal
was made. There is a lot of
negative information and
criticism about the DTC
advertising process and as
we have all experienced in Harry: In conversations and discussions about the
the past, all too often things “Major Statement” of side effects, I have heard
reach a crisis quickly and suggestions that DTC advertising should contain
decisions are made by all of the known risks and side effects (see, for
lawyers
and/or
the example, “DTC Pros and Cons Presented at FDA
government and then people run around trying to Hearing.” page 12). If opponents could burden
react. Generally, that is not a very satisfactory DTC advertising by forcing sponsors to run the full
approach. The Coalition is trying to open the dialog disclosure, they would. And they would do it under
in advance of that and provide some basic the guise of providing necessary information. What
principles, which I thought were pretty sound. If they really want to do is grind the advertising to a
anybody cared to read the press release, “Our goal halt.
is simpler, clearer messages that communicate
John: What you are saying then is that this petition
both the risks and benefits of prescription
is a “pre-emptive” strike against that?
medicines.” It also states “The three core
messages that would have to appear in every Neil: That’s what I am hearing as well.
consumer ad relate to
John: Because currently,
drug risks, the need for
Blog Comment: End DTC
DTC is not encumbered
a professional consultthe way you suggest.
“It is probably true that, for most
ation and prescription,
and the patient’s role in
Harry: DTC is encumbered
potential pharma consumers, the list of
those consultations.”
by working with a 40-year
potential horrors that a drug can cause
old regulatory scheme that
boils down to a monotonous drone, lost
Other media came
has not been updated
away with the same
behind the healthy-looking success stories
since. This is a petition to
conclusion as John in
who dance around in the video. A _truly_
amend the regulations
his blog, to the effect
governing prescription drug
informative
add
[sic]
on
a
drug's
risks
that we were advocatadvertising to consumers.
would also include a corpse or two, some
ing the elimination of
If that’s a pre-emptive
stroke patients no longer able to walk or
risk information. How, I
strike, then it’s a precannot understand. Our
speak, and perhaps a few people with
emptive strike. We didn’t
view is that, rather than
burned-through esophagi.
use that language.
stand around and wait
for a bomb to drop, we
John: Then I would have
“Short of that, the way to improve
better get a dialog
to say that this petition
communication between patient and
started. There are not
does not communicate
doctor--the alleged goal of this group--is
enough knowledgeable
very well what the goals of
to do the obvious: End DTC adds, just like
communications people
the Coalition really are.
the rest of the world.”
out there talking about
these issues, which
Continued on next page…
Posted to Drug Industry Watch
currently are bottled up
Pharma Marketing News
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Harry: It wasn’t meant to communicate the goals
of the Coalition. It was meant to suggest that it is
time to examine these issues in a due process
fashion and begin to address them. And to that
degree I think it’s been very successful. It’s brought
the negative views out of the woodwork very
quickly. We haven’t begun to hear other views.
Neil: Some DTC ads right now offer a marriage
with the Internet as a means of accessing
additional or more in-depth information. Am I right
or wrong in assuming that that capacity to get more
information could really address the whole issue of
risk or is the Internet not universal enough to be
accessible to everybody? It seems to me that as
long as the advertisers are providing access to that
information and combine that with more provider
education the expansion of one will drive increased
need for the other.
Harry: Access to that kind of in-depth information
doesn’t mean comprehension. Writing this
information in consumer-friendly language is still in
the very early stages and only a few companies
are doing it. This is a work in progress. Consumer
access to prescription drug information has been
pretty well taken care of. It’s the content and
comprehension issues that the petition suggests
need to be addressed, taking into account the
particular media and the particular audiences
being communicated with.
Neil: I would agree with that point but I think that
the really smart manufacturers are going to
increasingly recognize that they need to help
healthcare professionals become better patient
educators. You don’t see in the marketplace,
despite the growth of DTC, very many examples of
where there’s a concurrent effort to help physicians
better communicate with patients. That, to me, is
the part that would round out the whole DTC piece.
What I see is lots of DTC to better tell and better
sell patients about products, but not a concurrent
level of activity with physicians about how to talk to
patients so they really understand and
comprehend the benefits and risks associated with
our products.
Jack B: There are two important issues here. One,
the Coalition’s petition and subsequent press
release seems to have been widely misinterpreted
by the media and, I must admit, by me as well, in
suggesting that the current method of delivering
risk be eliminated. The CHC desire was, in fact, to
call into question the ability of consumers to
understand what they are being told. This, I
believe, is an interesting and key point for us to
look at.
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Next is the fact, at least for me, that DTC is a good
thing and helps to get consumers to visit their
physicians to discuss medical conditions they may
not have even known they had. That’s not in
question. What the Coalition has done and what
groups like PhRMA should be doing more of is
putting out examples of solutions that would really
help consumers. It’s bound to have its detractors,
but by putting that anchor out there it forces us to
think about what makes sense and starts a dialog
that otherwise would focus solely on how to
change the “mouse type” and whether to use 4point or 5-point size type. We now have for
consideration the continuum from virtually
eliminating the so-called “brief summary”
information at one extreme to keeping it exactly as
it is on the other end of the spectrum.
John: I have a question about how the CHC’s
proposal extends to the Internet. In the petition,
you say in a footnote (see Petition, pg. 12), “The
new DTC risk disclosure requirements will apply
[to] print and broadcast ads, as well as Internet
communications that promote specific drug
products but are not aimed at patients who have
already obtained prescriptions – that is, Internet
communications that do not provide directions for
use.”
Jack B: The Internet is a good example of the
problem we have been talking about. Various
manufacturers’ compliance departments have
interpreted the non-existent Internet regulations
from DDMAC and some have said that they have
to put the same fair balance information in Internet
banner ads as they do in print or TV ads. We know
that this is creatively virtually impossible. Others
have said “Let’s be realistic about this and
recognize that this information is literally one click
away for the consumer to get access to a very
understandable
and
potentially
interactive
explanation of the risks.”
John: I understand that in a TV ad you can only
get one message across to the consumer and I
agree that the most important message is “see
your physician if you think you have the condition
that this product treats.” In a 60-second TV ad, you
don’t really have the ability to get into educating
the consumer about risks. That’s why I am critical
of industry leaders who categorize DTC ads as
“direct-to-consumer education” (see, for example,
“Is DTC Educational or Motivational?”). On the
Internet—banner ads aside—there are many
creative ways to advertise a product that is
information rich and beyond what can be done on
TV or even in print (see, for example, “cDetailing:
Addressing the Consumer Education Gap”). That
being the case, why would the CHC propose the
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same regulations for these types of Internet ads as
they proposed for print and TV ads?
Harry: My reading of the petition is that if it’s a
banner ad or something of that nature that it
should be treated appropriately with the
appropriate level of information required and that
the ad should provide a clickthrough to as much of
the information—or all the information—required.
Let’s face it, the Internet is ideal for communicating
everything that is known about a drug. I’ve been
waiting for someone to take a package insert and
rewrite it at 3 or 4 different educational levels and
present the information to the consumer based on
the level the consumer specifies.
Neil: I think that is ultimately where this has got to
go. Risk-wise, we can’t be all things to all people
although I think there is benevolent intent behind
trying to get as much risk information in front of
people as possible. I am conscious of the fact that
economically not everyone has access to the
Internet. Nevertheless, the marriage between TV
and Internet is a perfect venue to start off on a
broadcast level and then to delve into a narrowcast
information stream.
Harry: I couldn’t agree more.
John: What also caught my attention in the petition
was some of the language used. It sounded antipatient or at least out of touch with the current
trend towards patient empowerment, one example
of which is consumer-driven healthcare. I cited in
my Blog, for example, the phrase in the petition
"the patient is the decision-maker only with respect
to whether a practitioner should be approached"
(see Petition, pg. 28). The concepts presented in
the petition, in my view, were not well articulated.
This might have been OK if the petition was a
private, internal document, but it was made publicly
available by the Coalition. As a public document, I
would say that it wasn’t “politically correct.” Did
anyone else get that impression?
Neil: I took that to mean that they are encouraging
a dialog between the patient and the healthcare
provider. As a pathway to that, the CHC proposes
to abbreviate some of the other messages that
have traditionally been part and parcel of the DTC
environment. I did feel, however, that this was
written by lawyers. If we are trying to craft a
patient-centric model, I’d make sure that the
documents we prepare to advance our point of
view adhere to that model as well. I might have
piloted this with some different groups before I
released it.
Harry: I think those are fair criticisms. Fortunately
or unfortunately, there is a legal language of art
required to file these petitions. This petition was
Pharma Marketing News

written that way. Clearly there have been some
misinterpretations. What we are trying to do here is
say: “Take a look at the Petition itself,” and clarify
what our intent is. As already pointed out, this is
the opening salvo in an attempt to create a dialog
in which these issues can be addressed by
reasonable people, who might even develop some
reasonable solutions.
John: Just for the record, my blog post was written
and posted a full day before the AP article was
published and I came to same conclusion
independently. Other people have also come to
these conclusions. That this happened must be the
fault of how the petition was written. While the
document had to be written in legalese for the
FDA, it was also made public by the CHC.
Harry: I think you are reading too much between
the lines.
John: I base a lot of my comments on language in
the petition that’s in the lines and not between
them. When you say that the intent was not to
eliminate risk information in DTC ads, you have to
balance that against the example provided, albeit
in a footnote, which not everyone reads. I,
however, did read the entire Petition, including
footnotes, very carefully. The specific language the
CHC suggests does not mention specific risks. If
you are going to be honest about it, if this is the
language the CHC is suggesting, then the
Coalition is suggesting that the specific risk
information we are used to seeing in DTC ads
should not be there. The petition says that too
much information in ads deter from the real
message that should be communicated (“it
[detailed risk information in DTC ads] is
confusing…and thus detracts from the achievable
and critical messages that DTC can convey.” See
Petition, pg. 12). Now here’s where I may be
reading between the lines; namely, that, according
the CHC, specific risk information detracts from the
benefit message—“the achievable and critical
message”—of the ad.
I agree that risk communication in DTC needs
fixing, but I think there are more creative ways to
do it—especially in print and Internet-based DTC
ads—that do not involve eliminating specific risk
information. Pfizer, for example, has begun using a
consumer-friendly and tested brief summary in its
print DTC ads for Lipitor (see pg 11). TV ads pose
a unique challenge and what I would recommend
is that the CHC proposal should be limited to TV
advertising. Internet and print ads perhaps require
a different approach.
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Harry: The proposal does not say that advertisers
cannot go beyond the language suggested and
add specific risks.

Neil: I think the committee is a terrific idea. When
you blend the experts from different backgrounds
you will get better output and regulations.

John: Correct. The proposal does state that it
should be up to the advertiser how to describe
risks or how much further they want to go than the
example statement provided in the petition.
However, I can imagine, for example, Pfizer
mentioning priapism (aka the four hour erection) in
its Viagra ads and complaining to the FDA that Lilly
did not also mention this side effect in its Cialis
ads. Under the CHC regulatory scheme, the FDA
would not be able to address that in order to level
the playing field at least. Consequently, no drug
company advertiser would be motivated to mention
specific risks. That’s just an illustration of the
problem I see with leaving it up to the advertiser—
there just won’t be any specific risks listed at all.

Jack A: John, you make a good point, suggesting
that we have not done a good enough job
educating people about our intent. But it hasn’t
been without a major effort on John Kamp’s part
who has tried very diligently to engage as many
people as he can. He’s worked with PhRMA and
many other trade associations in Washington prior
to the filing of the Petition. I think that he’s done an
admirable job engaging people, and beginning to
open up the dialog.

Harry: I don’t think that’s the way of the world. I
think the FDA would be in consultation with both
manufacturers about what they think would be
needed to be put into the risk statement.
John: Then we would be in exactly the same
situation we are now. That’s what the FDA does
now.
Harry: But they do it without portfolio.
John: Let’s move on to the other proposal made in
the petition—for the FDA to establish a “standing
Communications Advisory Committee to ensure
that the agency’s rules and policies are based on
the best available social scientific and professional
knowledge of consumer behavior and effective
consumer communications.” Can you say
something about that?
Jack A: When we provided formal comments to
FDA about DTC advertising regulations about two
years ago, it was clear that lawyers were
dominating the process, and that experts who
understand the science of communication were not
sufficiently involved in the deliberations. Our
concern was – and is – that we could end up with
regulations that make it exceedingly difficult for
message senders to send and/or receivers to
receive clear communications.

John: I also appreciate the fact that John Kamp
went out of his way to send me a copy of the
petition a few hours before it was made public at
the March 31 press conference. I hope he doesn’t
regret doing that! But I am happy that it has led to
this discussion and opportunity for the Coalition to
clarify its position. The dialog is joined! What’s the
next step vis-à-vis the FDA response?
Harry: The FDA has 180 days to respond. One of
the interesting comments we’ve had is from Ralph
Nader’s Public Citizen group, who said that we
could be sure that if there was any dialog on these
issues that they would be part of the dialog.
John: Well, the CHC should marshall its forces
because I believe Nader will have something to
say at an upcoming DTC conference in
Washington, DC.
Harry: Yes, he and John Kamp, are on a panel
together.
John: With that, I thank you all for participating in
this conversation and let’s continue to keep the
dialog open.
Pharma Marketing News

John: The CHC proposes to populate the
committee with experts and I anticipate that not all
of them will be on your side.
Harry: We don’t expect everyone to—as you put it,
John—“be on our side.” The issue is that we feel
that there is not enough input to the regulatory
development process from the commercial sectors
that deal with communications every day of the
week.
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Merit of CHC
Petition to FDA
PMN Survey

Pharma Marketing Network hosted an online
survey asking respondents’ opinions regarding the
CHC petition. The following are preliminary results
from that survey. The survey ended May 30, 2006.
You can review the latest results online at
http://www.pharmamkting.com/surveys/chcpetition.htm .

disclosed directly to potential patients, is an abject
lack of respect for prescribing professionals and
the healthcare system.”
“I hope the FDA does not yield to industry pressure
to remove these warnings. Doctors do not have the
time nor inclination to warn patients. Patients are
being led by the nose into believing that drugs are
completely safe. This proposal would make it even
easier to have patients continue in their delusion.
It's dishonest, unethical, and meant only to
manipulate patients into demanding specific drugs
from their doctors.”

No Opinion
7%
Somewhat/Very
Unlikely
86%
Very/Somewhat
Likely
7%

FIGURE: How likely or unlikely, in your opinion, is it that the FDA will
adopt such an amendment to its regulation of DTC advertising?

Merit vs Likelihood of Adoption
When asked “In your opinion, does this proposal
have merit?,” 50% of respondents said “Yes” and
50% said “No.” However, when asked “How likely
or unlikely, in your opinion, is it that the FDA will
adopt such an amendment to its regulation of DTC
advertising?”, none said it was “very likely”, only
7% said it was “somewhat likely” whereas 14%
said it was “somewhat unlikely” and 71% said it
was “very unlikely” (see figure).
Some Comments from Survey Respondents
“Eliminating risk information from advertising will
make the public trust pharma less, not more. While
there are certainly problems with current risk
provision, audiences feel that advertising without
risk information is unbalanced. This proposal runs
counter to the current trend in DTC advertising with
pharmaceutical
companies
providing
more
informative advertising.”
“It is absurd to require specific DTC disclosure for
products that are available only through an
informed intermediary. To insist that risks be
Pharma Marketing News

“Irrational thinking in today's world of moving
toward patient/consumer-directed health care; if
anything, health information needs are heightened
to weigh risk/benefit in making informed decisions
on health care matters. Balanced information
applies to not only decisions about drugs -- it
extends to devices, procedures, plan benefits, etc.”
“They already feel that there needs to be more
effective declaration of issues. Smoking warnings
have only grown in presence, yet everyone knows
they are worthless.”
“One advertising network chairman said this was
done to because 'great advertising' required clear
messages...well, the message here is loud and
clear: ad agencies involved in this are trying to reshape the PhRMA DTC guidelines to their benefit,
where the real point is to shape them to the benefit
of the patient and consumer. It also is absurd to
think a doctor has time to go over all the
information a patient needs in their time-squeezed
environment.”
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“Thin-slicing the petition leads me to the (albeit
cynical) view that this is a transparently veiled
tactic to protect the massive earnings that could
potentially be lost if FDA regulation on DTC is
tightened/becomes more restrictive. Why not
simplify the entire proposal to an old bit of Latin:
caveat emptor.”
Pharma Marketing News

Biotech DTC:
Business Not As
Usual
By John Mack
PMN Reprint #55-02
This article contains excerpts from the article “From oligos to
Oprah—the consumer and biotech” by Paul Oestreicher, Tim
Warner & John Mack; Nature Biotechnology 24, 265 (2006)

I

n 2005, sales of biotech products—i.e.,
biologics, including therapeutic serums, toxins,
antitoxins, vaccines, blood components or
derivatives, allergenic products, or analogous
products, or derivatives (see box, page 36)—grew
by 17.1 percent, far outstripping the 5.2 percent in
sales growth of small molecules—products
developed and marketed by Big Pharma. Although
the overall total sales of biologics is still small in
comparison to small molecules—about $52 billion
vs. $600 billion—the biotech industry is poised to
dramatically increase the number of products it
adds to the market each year.
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Whatever the numbers, there’s blood in the water
and ad agencies are circling, trying to entice these
innovative companies into transforming themselves
into marketing machines. Some agency people
suggest that biotech needs to engage in traditional
direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertising. Biotech,
however, needs more than DTC as usual.
Follow Big Pharma’s Footsteps?
There is no doubt that biotech companies should
complement their R&D prowess with marketing
expertise, unless they
wish to be gobbled up by
Big Pharma and that will
be that. Some experts
suggest, however, that it
may be imprudent for
biotech to follow too
closely in Big Pharma’s
footsteps, especially with
regard to broadcast (i.e.,
TV) DTC.
“Biotech should not take
on the Big Pharma model
with heavy emphasis on
Alfred O’Neill
TV,” says Alfred O’Neill,
SVP, Group Director at
Ryan TrueHealth, an integrated direct marketing
healthcare agency. “Nor should they use unbranded ads the way Big Pharma has done—
better to work with philanthropic and patient
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organizations to support the patient in a grassroots
way, not just with a TV ad.
Paul Oestreicher, Director, US Health & Pharma
Practice at Hill and Knowlton, a healthcare
communications agency,
however,
believes
biotech
companies
should take on more
marketing functions and rely on DTC as much as
Big Pharma.
“All too frequently,” says Oestreicher, “[biotech]
companies neglected to insert marketing questions
into [the] mix. For long-term success, it's important
that biotech executives ask and address
[marketing] questions early on in the biologics
development process because finding the right
answers is no small task…all indications are that
the biotech industry will rely more—as the
pharmaceutical industry has—not less, upon DTCDTP communications to promote medicines…”
(“From oligos to Oprah—the consumer and
biotech.”)
Meanwhile, Big Pharma is being encouraged by
some experts to go the opposite way. "Taking
[decision-making] out of corporate hands and
putting it in scientists' hands [allows] them to go
back to the way it was in the '60s and '70s, when it
was mostly a science-driven process and CEOs
were scientists," says Kenneth Kaitin, director of
the Center for the Study of Drug Development at
Tufts University in Boston, in a March 27, 2006,
Wall Street Journal article ("Bureaucracy Buster?
Glaxo Lets Scientists Choose Its New Drugs").
“Big Pharma has taken the big corporate approach
to marketing,” says O’Neill. “It focuses almost
exclusively on acquisition and for them DTC is like
a big fishnet that is thrown out to see how many
patients can be acquired and driven to the doctor’s
office. Hopefully, the consumer is making the right
choices based on the limited amount of information
available to them.”
Biotech Products Require More Education
Oestreicher believes biotech needs DTC “not least
because biotech products are every bit as complex
as pharmaceutical products, if not more so.”
Advertisers, however, readily admit that broadcast
DTC ads cannot convey complex messages. The
Coalition for Healthcare Communication (an
organization representing several ad agencies and
health communications companies), for example,
asserts that "to ask [DTC] advertising to educate is
to ask it something it is not capable of doing.”
O’Neill points out four defining features of biotech
products:
1. The complexity of the science behind it and
the use of genetics
Pharma Marketing News

2. Many involve complex delivery systems such
as injections, infusions, etc.
3. Cost factors
4. Higher benefit, but also higher risk
One challenge biotech marketers will have is
convincing consumers to opt for a biotech product
instead of simply taking a pill. For example, Preos
is a new self-injectable treatment for osteoporosis
developed by Biogen. Other osteoporosis drugs,
such as Boniva and Fosamax, which are heavily
advertised on TV, are pills.
“How do you convince a woman that she should
consider injecting herself with Preos when she has
been told by her physician that she can take a pill
once a month?” asks O’Neill. “The reward has to
be articulated well enough to overcome this and I
don’t see how this can been done in a standard TV
commercial.”
The “Oprahsizing” of Advertising
“Biotech DTC execution,” says O’Neill, “needs to
break away from the glossy imagery and use of
celebrities endemic to Big Pharma DTC. Biotech
should not shy away from it’s strength, which is
science. It needs to embrace the science in its
marketing communications. The science, however,
has to be explained in human terms in order to
encourage patients to be engaged in the
treatment. We all know that 50% of patients drop
therapy—even life-saving therapy—within 3
months. What that tells me is that these are not
really committed patients. They have been driven
to the doctor by DTC advertising but they have not
had their expectations set.”
Many marketers suggest that the science has to be
“dumbed down” so that consumers can understand
it. Rather than dumbing down the science in order
to do broadcast DTC—a strategy doomed to failure
in any case—biotech companies need to master
communications channels that allow them the
space and interactive tools to explain the science.
Scientist Ambassadors
“What would happen,” asks O’Neill, “if you made
scientists in charge of marketing? Take the GSK
‘Clarence the scientist ads.’ Why does Clarence
speak only in an unbranded fashion? Why can’t he
talk about the product he has worked so hard on
and that he believes in? I believe biotech
companies should let the humanity of the science
and the passion behind the development of these
near cures come through in the marketing. These
people have been working within a desert of
results for 15 years before achieving success. Why
wouldn’t you want these people as “ambassadors”
to the patient?”
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The complexity of biotech products requires
evidence-based, science-driven marketing, which
cannot be delivered via superficial TV ads.
Consequently, rather than devoting 75% of its DTC
budget on TV as does traditional pharma, biotech
should focus on more information-rich and targeted
channels such as the Internet, direct mail, and
other “out-of-the-box” techniques.
O’Neill suggests a broadened definition of DTC:
“any method for touching a patient or consumer.”
He suggests the following channel mix for biotech
DTC, in order of importance:
1. Internet
2. Call Centers – “I mean a real call center with
nurses that will reach out to you and partner
you with other patients to form your own
local support groups; this is distinct from the
type of call center Big Pharma deploys.”
3. Direct Mail
4. Grassroots patient advocacy
Cost of Biotech Products
Extravagant
spending
on
DTC—especially
expensive and very visible broadcast DTC—is
often cited rightly or wrongly by critics as being
responsible for high drug costs. Biotech will have
to be careful to communicate the value of their
products without exposing itself to this withering
criticism.
“Biotech products,” says O’Neill, “are really
services rather than drugs. The serious risks and
complexity of biologics require treating acquisition
and retention as one in the same and that means
service. These are expensive drugs with high
margins and biotech companies can afford to
provide virtually personalized service. This can be
done economically because the target patient
group for most biologics is relatively small.”

Service vs. Product:
Betaseron Case Study
Berlex, the US subsidiary of Schering AG, which
manufactures and markets Betaseron for the
treatment of Multiple Sclerosis (MS), supports
patients through its MS Pathways™ program.
According to a 2004 press release, this program
includes tools to help patients and well partners
find an MS-specialist B.E.T.A. (Betaseron®
Education, Training and Assistance) Nurse, who is
available any time, day or night, to help answer
their questions, as well as to locate a local
B.E.T.A. Center, a community meeting place for
members of the MS community. The B.E.T.A.
nurses network, which includes more than 50 MS
nurse specialists, helps people on Betaseron
manage their disease and offers ongoing support
to patients, families and friends. B.E.T.A. Centers
are an integral part of the B.E.T.A. nurse
program, and are the first and only privately
sponsored centers in the United States just for
people with MS. Currently, there are nine B.E.T.A.
Centers across the country.
The US program is modeled after the European
version, which demonstrated a striking
improvement in adherence. Published studies
have shown that after 13 months, 20% more
program participants remained on Schering AG’s
Betaseron therapy (when compared with
historical data on non-participants; see Chart).
“It’s very successful,” says Len Starnes, Head of
European eBusiness for Schering AG, “and it
drives all of our disease management programs
in MS.” (For more information on this program,
see PMN reprint “European Compliance Not Only
Possible, But Leading Edge”.)

Biotech Marketing Guideposts
“Biotech marketing should frame messages around
three core concepts as guideposts,” according to
O’Neill:
1. Emotion
2. Science
3. Value
To attain the goal, biotech must resist the siren call
of marketing and advertising agencies steeped in
traditional broadcast DTC experience and learn
from Big Pharma’s mistakes.
Pharma Marketing News
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Print DTC: How
Does It Measure
Up?

and
the
conservative
Washington
Legal
Foundation (WLF), seem to want to eliminate the
risk information altogether or to allocate the task of
communicating risk completely to the “brief
summary.”

A Quantitative
Analysis of Risk vs.
Benefit Information

CHC and WLF contend that the creative section of
print DTC ads includes too much risk information
or information that already appears in the brief
summary. This, they contend, either confuses the
consumer or takes away from the benefits of DTC
ads.

By John Mack

For more on the CHC proposal regarding risk
communication in DTC ads, see “DTC without the
Risk.” For a critique of the WLF’s case, see “WLF:
A No-Risk Ad is a Good Ad.”

PMN Reprint #58-01

T

he FDA’s draft guidance "Brief Summary:
Disclosing Risk Information in ConsumerDirected Print Advertisements" encourages
manufacturers to use clearer, less cluttered
formats for presenting risk information in direct-toconsumer (DTC) print ads. FDA suggests that drug
advertisers focus their risk disclosures on the most
important and the most common risks and to do so
in language easily understood by the average
consumer. This is often referred to as the "less is
more" approach (see “FDA Draft Guidance for
Print DTCA: Less than Feared”).
The brief summary is the part of DTC ads that
conveys detailed risk information. Typically, this
information appears on the back side of the print
ad and is written in small type.

A Quantitative Approach
The “less is more” argument and the criticisms of
CHC and WLF shout out for a quantitative analysis
of risk vs. benefit information in print DTC ads.
Such a quantitative analysis would be useful to
establish at least a baseline for further discussion
about whether or not the creative sections of print
DTC ads for prescription drugs carry too much risk
information. A purely “mechanistic approach” to
interpreting and applying the fair balance
requirement, however, would not be practical or
fair from a regulatory standpoint.

“FDA believes that exhaustive lists of minor risks
detract from and make it difficult to comprehend
and retain information on the more important risks.”

To perform the analysis, I collected over 60 drug
ads that appeared in several major consumer
magazines and measured the space allocated to
images, benefit statements, risk information, and
the brief summary (see FIGURE 1, next page).
This article summarizes my findings.

Is Less or More Better?
Despite the allure of “less is more” doublespeak,
most drug companies still prefer the “more is
better” approach and opt to use the FDA-approved
professional labeling (aka, package insert or PI) to
fulfill the brief summary requirement for print ads.

Methodology
Sixty-one (61) Rx and seven (7) over-the-counter
(OTC), non-prescription print ads were included in
this study (see Tables 1 and 2 in the “Print Ad Data
Pack”). The square inches allotted to the following
elements of each ad were measured:

In addition to the brief summary required in print
ads, the FDA requires “fair balance” in the creative
area of the ad itself. According to the Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, fair balance is
"[T]he presentation of true information relating to
side effects and contraindications is comparable in
depth and detail with the claims for effectiveness or
safety."

1. Image
2. Benefit statements
3. Risk statements; ie, “fair balance” [applies to
Rx ads only]
4. Brand logo
5. BRC (if included)
6. “Brief Summary” [applies to Rx ads only]

Some Like it Less
While FDA and the drug industry are looking for
ways to strike the right balance between benefit
and risk information in print DTC ads, some
organizations,
including
the
Coalition
for
Healthcare Communication (CHC), a coalition of
major advertising, marketing and PR organizations,
Pharma Marketing News

To do the measurements, a simple ruler was used
to measure the width and height of each element.
Area was calculated and the results as
percentages of the total “creative ad space” were
recorded in an Excel spreadsheet (see Tables 3,
4, and 5 in the “Print Ad Data Pack”).
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Ads were also characterized as to whether or not
they included the following specific items:
• PAP (Patient Assistance Program) or PPA
notice (Partnership for Prescription
Assistance)
• “Ask Your Doctor” callout
• Life style message
• Consumer-friendly,question-and-answer
organiz-ed, large-type formatted “brief
summary”
The vast majority of Rx and OTC ads in this study
appeared in consumer publications between June
and September, 2006.
For a list of the drug ads in this study, plus all the
data, please download the “Print Ad Data Pack”
(pdf file).

FIGURE 1: Typical Rx DTC print ad. This is the
“creative area” of a Zetia print ad, which appeared in
the July 2006 issue of Arthritis Today. Shown are the
different sections of the ad that were measured in this
study: A=image area, B=benefit statement area, C=fair
balance area, and D=brand logo. Not shown is the
“brief statement,” which is on the back side of the ad.
It was sometimes difficult to compartmentalize
information into one area or another, especially
when trying to distinguish what to include as part of
the benefit statement. For example, the statement
“Zetia is different” in the ad shown in FIGURE 1 is
clearly a benefit statement, but it is not included in
the benefit area; instead the illustrative graphic
showing food moving through the intestine was
included as part of the benefit statement.
Also, image areas are often overwritten with or
contain embedded benefit text statements (eg., the
blackboard in the Zetia ad). These statements
were not included in the benefit measurement
unless the text overwhelmed the image underlying
it or was not integrated into the image (see
FIGURE 2, page 39). Since image areas hardly
ever contain risk test, if anything, the methodology
employed in this study tends to under represent
the amount of ad space devoted to benefit
statements.
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Space Allocated to Image
As expected, a large portion of OTC and Rx print
ads are devoted to imagery (64.1% and 46.0%,
respectively; see FIGURE 3, next page). Images
are most often photographs of people enjoying life
or the benefits of treatment by the advertised drug.
The image in the Nasonex ad shown in FIGURE 2,
for example, clearly demonstrates the benefit of
enjoying pets, carpet cleaning, and flowers without
suffering allergy symptoms. It’s unclear, however,
what message the angry-looking bee coveys.
Also as expected, images in OTC ads occupy a
much larger portion of the ad area than images in
Rx ads. Relatively speaking, OTC ad images take
up 39% more of the total ad space than images in
Rx ads. The absolute difference (64.1% minus
46.3%) is 17.8%. This “extra” space in Rx ads is
used to present relatively more benefit and fair
balance information in text format than is available
in OTC ads (see below).
Image Area by Indication
There was quite a range in the percent allocated to
images in Rx ads—from 4.3% (Astelin) to 81.4%
(Rozerem). Generally, insomnia drug ads
(Rozerem and Lunesta) dedicated a much greater
portion of the ad to images than did ads for drugs
with other indications (see FIGURE 4, next page).
Space Allotted to Benefit Statements
In OTC ads, benefit statements comprise 13.8% of
the ad space, whereas in Rx ads, these statements
take up 19.3% of the ad space.
On the Rx side, there was quite a range in the
percent that ads dedicated to benefit statements:
0.0% to 61.1%. The Botox Cosmetic ad contained
absolutely no explicit benefit information—it is a
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FIGURE 2: The Nasonex ad image (left), which occupies 71% of ad space, contains text threaded through it that is clearly a
benefit statement. However, this text wasn’t included in the benefit area (2.9% of the ad space) because it was such an integral
part of the image. On the other hand, the text over the image in the Abilify ad (right) clearly must be included as part of the
benefit and risk statements and not part of the image. In this ad, therefore, only the image of the woman, which occupies
15.4% of the ad space, is considered the image area whereas the benefit and fair balance occupy 44.2% and 21.5%,
respectively.
Image Area by Indication (Rx Ads)

Average Percent of Ad
Devoted to Image
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FIGURE 3: Percent of Ad Devoted to Image
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FIGURE 4: Percent of Ad Devoted to Image in Rx Ads, by Indication
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Not All Ads Require Risk Disclosure
There are two types of DTC ads that mention the
drug name, product-claim ads and reminder ads.
The differences between these types of ads are
listed below. Only product-claim ads require
inclusion of risk information (ie, fair balance and
brief summary). While new PhRMA voluntary DTC
guidelines call for the elimination of reminder ads
on TV, same pharmaceutical companies have not
signed on or still run reminder ads (see, for
example, “Sepracor Sneaks In Lunesta Reminder
Ad”).
Product-claim ads:
• mention a drug by name
• make representations about the drug, such
as its safety and effectiveness
• must have fair balance of information
about effectiveness and risks
• are required to disclose risks in a "brief
summary" of benefits and risks (for print
ads)
• are required to give a "major statement" of
risks and "adequate provision" for finding
out more, such as a toll-free number (for
broadcast ads).
Reminder ads:
• provide the name of the medication
• may provide other minimal information,
such as cost and dosage form
“reminder ad,” which does not make any
representation (in words) about the drug’s
indication, benefits or, unfortunately, risks. The
image, however, conveys a positive feeling that
some might interpret as a benefit statement (see
FIGURE 6, next page).
Reminder Print Ads
The Botox ad (FIGURE 6, next page) by Allergan
is a rare example of a “reminder” print ad. Allergan,
which also runs reminder TV DTC ads for Botox, is
not a signatory to the PhRMA’s Guiding Principles
for DTC Advertising, which does not apply to print
ads.
Compare the Botox ad to a Claritin ad (FIGURE 6).
The Claritin ad is representative of an OTC ad.
These two ads are similar with regard to the space
they allocate to images (66% and 76%,
respectively) as well as fair balance information
(0% for both). The Claritin ad, of course, can
mention benefits, yet only devotes 8.3% of the ad
space to that purpose. It’s a good example of what
an Rx ad might look like if the FDA adopted the
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suggestions of the WLF, which advocates relying
entirely on the brief summary to communicate risk
information.
The five drug ads with the smallest relative area
dedicated to describing benefits are:
Brand

Indication

% of Ad

Botox Cosmetic

Winkles

0.0%

Nasonex

Allergies

2.9%

Rozerem

Insomnia

5.1%

WellbutrinXL

Depression

6.3%

Avandia

Diabetes

7.0%

The five drug ads with the largest relative area
dedicated to describing benefits are:
Brand

Indication

% of Ad

Coreg

Congestive Heart Failure

61.1%

Restasis

Chronic Dry Eye

47.6%

Abilify

Bipolar Disorder

44.2%

Levitra

Erectile Dysfunction

43.8%

Imitrex

Migraine

37.2%

Average Percent of Ad
Devoted to Benefit
Statement
20%
19.3%
15%
13.8%
10%

5%

0%
OTC

Rx

FIGURE 5: Percent of Ad Devoted to Benefit
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Space Allotted to Fair Balance Statements
Only 11.8% of Rx ad space is devoted to fair
balance statements (vs. 19.4% devoted to benefit
statements). There is quite a range, however.
Botox print ads have no benefit statements at all.
Coreg had the most space devoted to benefits
(61.1% vs. 13.3% devoted to fair balance).
The five drug ads with the smallest relative area
devoted to fair balance are:
Brand

Indication

% of Ad

Botox Cosmetic

Winkles

0.0%

Nexium

Erosive
Esophagitis

2.0%*

Nasonex

Allergies

3.6%

Aloxi

Chemo-induced
Nausea

3.7%

Allergies

4.1%

Astelin

* Ad in Prevention Magazine devotes 0% to fair
balance.
The five drug ads with the largest relative area
devoted to fair balance are:
Brand

Indication

% of Ad

Humira

Rheumatoid Arthritis

40.7%

Viagra

Erectile Dysfunction

28.6%

Celebrex

Pain

23.7%

Remicade

Rheumatoid Arthritis

22.9%

Daytrana

ADHD

21.7%

Benefit vs Risk
If the space allocated to fair balance information in
print ads was equal to the space allocated to
benefit statements, all the points in the scatterplot
in FIGURE 7 (next page) would lie on the red
diagonal line. In fact, in a large majority (69%) of
Rx print ads, more space is allocated to benefit
information than to fair balance (ie, points lie
BELOW the red line in FIGURE 7). While 39% of
Rx print ads allocate 20% or more of ad space to
benefit statements, only 11% allocate more than
20% to fair balance information.
Overall, the space allocated to fair balance is 84%
of the space allocated to benefit statements. That
is, for every square inch of benefit information,
there is only 0.84 square inch of fair balance
information.
Critics contend that the current level of risk
information in DTC ads overwhelms the benefit
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FIGURE 6: Reminder Print Ads Resemble OTC Print Ads.
Botox Rx (Reminder) Ad, left; Claritin OTC Ad, right.
message and consumers would be “more”
educated when confronted with “less” risk
information in ads. Leaving aside the “brief
summary,” which most people do not read, the
results of this quantitative analysis do not support
the idea that risk information in the creative area of
print ads overwhelms the benefit information.
Of course, OTC ads do not include any fair
balance (risk) information at all. Yet, even less
space is devoted to benefit statements in OTC ads
than in Rx ads (13.8% vs. 19.3%; see FIGURE 5,
page 40). This suggests that Rx drug advertisers
have compensated for the required risk statement
by allocating more space to benefit statements.
If drug advertisers were allowed to eliminate the
fair balance portion of print ads—that is, if Rx ads
were more like OTC ads except for the “brief
summary” on the reverse side of the ad—the OTC
evidence in this study suggests that the extra ad
space would be allocated to images rather than to
more benefit information. Given the ambiguous
messages conveyed by many images in print ads
(eg, Rozerem), this would hardly result in Rx ads
that conveyed better benefit information overall.
Images and Fair Balance
Diana Zuckerman of the National Research Center
for Women & Families, in testimony at a public
hearing hosted by the FDA on DTC advertising,
suggested that the power of DTC is in the images,
not the words. Images, most often used in DTC to
illustrate benefits, are so powerful, she contended,
that they defeat any attempt at fair balance.
If the image area of an ad is considered part of the
benefit statement, then the ratio of fair balance to
benefit falls to just 19% on average for all print ads
examined.
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Most experts suggested the goal of the
imagery was to create “buzz” and
because
it
generated
so
much
discussion, the goal was achieved.
Consumer-Friendly “Brief Summary”
“There has been a great deal of
discussion about the brief summary that
accompanies DTC print ads,” says an
article in FDA Consumer Magazine
(“Truth in Advertising: Rx Drug Ads
Come of Age”; FDA; July/August 2004).
“The typical brief summary is not brief
and uses technical language. This is
because it reprints all of the risk
information from the physician labeling.
People have complained that the brief
summary cannot be understood by
consumers. Kathryn J. Aikin, Ph.D., a
social scientist in DDMAC says, ‘Patients
do not typically read the brief summary in
DTC print ads unless they're interested in
the product.’ Even then, she says, much
information is likely glanced at, rather
than fully read.”
Recently, Pfizer submitted to the FDA for
review a new consumer-friendly and
consumer-tested print brief summary.
FIGURE 7: Benefit vs. Risk Scatter Plot (Rx print ads)
This consumer-friendly version is written
in a question-and-answer format in a
large, easy-to-read typeface. Pfizer says
Zuckerman’s suggestion left the FDA wondering
it will use this new format in all its print advertising
how it would regulate images to achieve fair
and on all of its product Web sites if the FDA
balance—how could they measure the effect of
approved the new version (see “Pfizer Announces
images? Clearly, not every image in an Rx ad can
Improvements to Consumer Advertising for
be characterized as conveying a pure benefit
Prescription Medicines,” August 11. 2005).
statement. Zuckerman was unfazed, however, and
offered this solution: the only way to guarantee fair Print Rx ads have a long way to go in improving
balance is to do away with images in ads.
the brief summary. Only 57% of the Rx print ads in
this study used a question-and-answer format for
Ad Images Can Confuse
the brief summary. Not all of these were in the new
Most images in print and TV DTC ads are pretty
Pfizer format and not all used a large font typeface.
straightforward and show people enjoying the
Surprisingly, Pfizer’s new print ad for Caduet, a
benefits of taking the advertised drug. It could be
dual action cardiovascular pill that combines
Dorothy Hamil ice skating or a woman blissfully
Norvasac and Lipitor, uses an old-fashioned,
sleeping.
mouse type format presented in 2 full pages!
Some ads, however, use images that are
Pharma Marketing News
confusing even to marketing professionals. A case
in point is the ad campaign for the sleep aid drug
Rozerem.
This ad was discussed in a post to Pharma
Marketing Blog (see “Rozerem Ads Dis Lincoln,
Show Beaver”). Many commenters were confused
about what message the image of Lincoln and the
beaver were supposed to convey.
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